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ÜQÜEEQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
THIRTIETH YEAR.
rupt, and It was a good thing to have
change. His remarks have a larger
application than he made of them
that day, and If a party In a state will
get in a position where a change Is
necessary, or even desirable, I want to
say to you that when you apply It to
a national party, the reason for a
change Is still greater; for the farther many get away from home, the
more apt they are to forget the people at home and these republicans
In national offices have been serving
far away from home and they have
forgotten the struggling masses at
a
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PLANTO THROW THIRTY MINERS ROOSEVELT AT

home.

"In our platform we declared that
the overshadowing issue was 'shall
Mr. Taft says that
the people rule?they do rule. That Is a question about
which there is a difference of opinion.
All who think they do not rule will
difiere from Mr. Taft; all who think
they do rule will differ from me.
Mr. Sherman said that the people do
rule. He ought to know better for
he has lie, n one of the fellows who
has kept them from ruling. In the
house of representatives he has been
one of the men responsible for the
thwarting of the will Of the people,
1
lay down the proposition that the
American people do not rule. They
do not conduct their own government and a government conducted
by others Is not responsible to the
will of the people.
Now, if I am
right, Mr. Tnft Is wrong,
and Mr.
Sherman is wrong,
when they say
that the people do rule they admit
that the people ought to rule and If
they admit that the people ought to
rule, If I can convince the country
that the people do not rule, then we
are lit it led to a verdict at this elec- lion anil I am willing to meet the
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POPULACE TURNS OUT
TO GREET PEERLESS ONE

Roosevelt Republicans Asked to
Support Democratic Ticket as!
Only Means of Realizing De
sired Reforms,
By Morning Journal Special Uawd Wlrel
Salem. IIIh., Aug. 26. No crowd of

LEADERS
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TOMB

WITH CHAIRMAN MACK

NEW YORK FARMERS

Campaign to Be Conducted
Rural Dwellers Treated to Disin Hoisting Shaft Cuts Off
Fire
Under Auspices of American
course Which Runs From
Escape,
Perish
Unfortunates
Federation and Democratic
Trust Busting to Bed Room
Miserably Before Help Can Ventilation,
National Committee,
Reach Them.
By Morning

)r

lly

of best room In the farm house, the
one that Is kept so carefully that you
could not hire the husband or the
servant to gu Into it. Isn't thnt true?
Clennliness Is next to Godliness, but
remember It Is next to It, not uhead
of It. Teach your boy to work for he
has got to earn his own living, to
o.
his own weight. No one can
pull It for him.
He will be a drone
and a drag If you don't let him do
bis own pa?;. My Ideal of u boy is
one who will grow up and be able to
support himself and wife and children. To be fit to be an American
citizen he has to preserve his self respect and conduct himself so as to
wrong no one else. Now and then
you will heur the wise father, or one
who thinks he Is wise, dwell upon
the fact that his boy Is smart. It he
means to be able, quick and to be
trusted, then all right; but If by
smartness Is meant, as too often the
case, the udroltticx that sheers off
Into trickery or the kind of ability
that is Just off the line of honesty,
then you should leuch him that he Is
growing up to lie an enemy of the
nation. Trickery is tric kery lr It takes
Ihe form of doing a man out of his
day'S work or swindling on a great
scale by stock gambling or the manipulation of railroad securities. 1
p
am with you to tlie limit.
am
Ing to put a
to the rascality of
the big men. I'd go to any length to
do it and tin nig man knows It, but
there never will be an end until the
big man is mad
to Know that what
you object t i Is rasacllly itself, and
not rascality in a big man alone. Rns-grecalily in the
and small Is to be
DIs-tb- e
frowned on in this republic.
man who never sees
trust equally
dishonesty in (be big man and the
one wlio sees it only in Hie big man.
If there is one thing the farmer
has the advantage of It In, It Is the
matter of fresh air. If you have your
bed loom loo stuffy you lose all of
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FINANCE
TAFT'S OPINION OF BANK

"

GUARANTY PROPOSITION

Promote Speculation
and Heavy Loss, All of Which
Depositors Would Ultimately
Pay, Says Candidate.

Would

Morning Journal gpsslsl l.dineil tvirr
lll.v Múralos Jmirnul Hpeclal Leased Wire)
Jordanvltre, N. Y., Aug.
Hot Springs, Va., Aug. 26.
puts
BODIES
a ceremony in whilch President
such size or enthusiasm ever turned
a
premium on reckless banking and
out in this city, the birthplace of iwi-liaRoosevelt took a prominent part, thej
Is un Inducement to reckless banking."
BROUGHT TO SURFACE Jordanville public library was today
J. Bryan, ah that of today when
presented to the people of "this com-- 1
Thus did Mr. Taft this afternoon,
candidate stopped
the democratic
Qiunlty,
over to greet his old friends and
the donors being Douglas
in response to I direct question, state
Catastrophe
at
McAlester,
Robinson of Mohawk and New York.
neighbor. The whole population was
What was. In his opinion, the
vital
a
Mrs. Robinson and Harriet D. Wblt-morup and (in hand earl) to extend
Extensive
Puts
Oklahoma,
objection to the proposed
plan to
Mr.
heartiy welcome whep Mr. Bryan
Robinson's sister, who
guarantee deposits In national banks.
reached here at 6 10 In the morning.
Workings Out of Commis- erected it in memory of Mr. Robin
objec"That Is the fundamental
son's father and omther, Douglas and
They were augmented later In the
tion," he said. "Relieved of the reday by thousands who came in on
sion; Property Loss, $50,000 Fannie Robinson
sponsibility to and the fear of his despecial trains.
President Roosevelt, personally Inpositors, the tendency would be to
In the dedication, his sister,
The principal events was a speech Issue."
terested
Mr. Bryan then discussed the pubMorning Journal special Leased Wlrsl Mrs. Douglas Robinson, being
exploitation, manipulation and
induce
by Mr. Bryan from a platform in the
one
of
licity of campaign contribution planks
the use of assets of banks In a specuMcAllister, Okla., Aug. 26. Mot the donors honored the occasion with
court house grounds, In which he
lative way. It would promote special
appealed to the "Roosevelt republi- contained in the democratic platform,
Iban thirty miners were suffocated in bis presence, and although he had
that the contributions from
speculation at the expense of his feloriginally
contemplated
talking
cans" to support the democratic tick- isyinji
,
but
Haily-villeat
Hally-Ol- a
coal mines No.
the great favor seeking
briefly, pleased his anílleme of Inter- that advantage. If your rooms ure low bankers and that ultimately
et because, he said, they could not had been used to put Into corporation!
fourteen miles east of McAl- ested towns people
any means at the expense of the bposlt-ora- .
power-people- ,
hope for a realization of the promised
and dwellers In herniitically scaled and then If you
ester, this morning when tire destroyed
who when In power, were obliIn and you catch cold
gets
air
Any
proposition as to the
nearby
party.
Mr.
of
countryside
by
he
Taft,
the
making an
reforms
their
and mortgaged to the men who
the hoisting shaft and airshaft and address of some length. The presi- are not better olT than If you were a amount of the tnx thut should be assaid, was not the heir to republican gated
tinmen
below.
helped them.
cut off the air from
dweller in a tenement Such homely sessed, as bused on the present rato
reforma."
were dent, In his speech, touched upon a problems as these
bodies
Twenty-eigh- t
dead
can not discuss, f loss is on an erroneous basis, as
"There are men in this audience
topic
near
the
During the day, Mr. Bryan divided
of
those
whom
hearts
today," he said, 'who have It arned
brought out tonight, following a suc- be was addressing and followed up
bul I can suggest them to you for Hi, dancer of loss of deposits is In-most of his time with the Bryan and w ittiin five
bis
years thai the money they
cessful three fcpurs' battle with tin recaní writings on
eased vastly by the proposed sysJennings branches of his family. After
the same subject your discussion."
one or
that
were paying to Insurance companies
Is
believed
dames,
it
Secretary Roof, afterward made a tem, so thai the percentage of the
by
eulogising
cemeand wives
the
farmers
luncheon he rode out to the
e
Twenty-livtwo more will be found.
tery and placed (lowers on the graves was mi part given to the republican
and advocating the uplifting if the brief speech and was followed by Mr. tax would have to be vastly Increased.
campaign fund to help carry elecmules were suffocated and mm' farmer and bis family. He also spoke Sherman, who also spoke briefly.
"Mr. Bryan did favor a guaranty,
of his parents and on his wuy back tions.
of their bodies wi le burned.
along mote general lines Of social and Many of those present then went lo the government lo nils,' the funds by
to the city inspected the new Bryan
Mr. Rryan also said that the presKxploratlons In the channels this economic problems, in a striking th,. Henderson house, where a recep- taxing (he banks, but the democratic
Bennett library, presented by himself
rule of the house of representaafternoon revealed the fact that none clause declaring himaelf wining to tion was held for the president ami platform provides for an enforced Inand the Inte Phil O. S. Bennett of ent
tives
of the
of the men met death by burning, but take any necessary step In carrying Mrs. Roosevelt.
surance which compels all national
Connecticut. The building cost $3,500, people destroy! the opportunity
their
governcontrolling
own
The president's party drove lo hanks to contribute to the Insurance
that all of them were suffocated, it out the desires of the people for the
of which Mr. Bryan contributed
ment and charged that they had conRichfield Springs, nnd boarded their funds to meet the defaults of the specIs Impossible yet for the rescueis to stoppage of practices that were ImHe contributed the site, which
special train, which left at 10 p. in. ulators. I am told thnt such a law
popular branch of the
get far from the base of the mine periling the national well being.
is the site of the house in which he verted that
go over was In force in New York
government Into a despotism. He
shaft and It will probably lie twenty-fou- r
This village was thoroughly awake for Hohokcn. The train will Hurllng-towas born.
and that
also discussed the tariff and trust
a thorough search to the Importance
to
the
railroad
Lackawanna
before
hours
f
the result was thai when a panic en- of
the
of
occasion
Several thousands
the citizens
outlining his remedies givand RobOken, where the presiof the entire mine can be made. Some which Was given an added touch of
ind. the tax having been improperly
Salem, and visitors shook the candi- questions,
of distinction by the presence
en
the Des Moines and Indianapodent's yacht, Sylph, will be boarded I'alculuted. there was not suthclent
of the channels tire
of Secredate's hand. He held receptions at lis in
speeches. He left at 3:50 o'clock
a mile long.
tary of Slate Root gnd Janus S. Sher- about X o'clock tomorrow morning funds to pay the loss, but this I have
the court house, hotel and railroad
After the entombed miners had man, vice presidential candidate on for the trip to Oyster Bay.
only on the authority if a wall known
station, where the people fought their for Topeka, stopping en route for
hours aflt. Lou't and
ansa
gone down on the cage, a lire broke the republican ticket.
writer on the subject."
way to get near him. While the canFine weather
City
a
New .lap Ambassador lo London.
out. occasioned by the ignition of
crowned the day and thousands of
There was some discussion here to- didate was talking, a purse of $300
barrel of ell Lli a miner was tryTokio. Aug. 27. Cou.nl .Jutaro Ko- - jtoVrj,hfc
le who crowded about Ihe front
was made up by the crowd and hand..t'U' g'al to have
SI'IiZFB OI'i'MrvMC: iTOS
ing t,, divide". " TV" 'Anotes san ad m of Cue 'pretty little library;' biniíllnu. mura foHmcrlW .4riaw ."' r,rr,biiiidnr
n laReri by Si nater Hopkins of Iled in li!ir as a '"campaign contribuBBV.ÍJ4
all
was
the
London,
and
IN
hoisting
in
nt
MK
audience
THICK
rncened
WKST.
once to the
shaft
extending a rousing welcome to the
linois, that the pollcft-- of u presiden- tion. A check of $100 also was given
New York, Aug. 26. ConiTessina n
shaft and all communication with the president and the other distinguished today by the emperor. Count Koniurn Hal candidate, so far as they are not
by a man from Clinton county.
foreign
of
oft".
appointed
minister
With the guests,
among whom were Mrs. has been
shaft was al once cut
contained in the party platform, are
Preceding Mr. Bryan's remarks, William Sulzer of New York, who reArst intimation the people on top of Roosevelt nnd two of the children of affairs and he will at once assume the not binding on the party. Judge Taft
Theadore R. Bell of California, chair- (Continued on Page 2: Column I.)
duties of that Office.
the ground had of the trouble was the family, Miss lithe! and Kormlt.
declined to make the matter n contro-Verslman of the Kern notification commitsmoke and llames coming out of the
After greeting the gathering ns
tee, who accompanied
one H may he said, however,
Mr. Bryan,
the
of
Hundreds
top
neighbors and going at some length!
of the shaft.
thai attention wus called to the fact
made a speech in which he compared
tried
Into the history of the family that
miners rushed to the scene and
that the rate bill that was recomthe platform of the tWO dominant
to Kit Into the air shaft, but this wus making a gift of the library to
mended to congress by Mr. Roosev. lt
parties.
was Impossible, us Manns and smoke the town, the president said In part:
was not Specifically approved by the
Mr. Bryan said in part:
were (oming Dp that way with such
"I am not only glad to come here
republican platform or 1104, but that
"TOM know it would be very hard
force as to drive them back. Then because of a personal relationship of
It was adopted by it republican con
for me to make g political speech in
nr uij the donors, but because the Idea repan anion was mane in ii
gress on his recommendation.
Salem, becnuse a good many of my
cages running up and down the hoist resents part of what I regard as beColonel John Mclneruy,
earlier acquaintances here were reformerly
ing shaft, but it was found that the ing the most Importan of the social
ol California and a colonel II the MÜL
publicans, and I would not, for the
had
guides
the
cages.
openof
movements
country
now
and
Die
cablfl
the
federate army, who was a democratic
World, say anything that would hurt
There was absolutely ing, so far as our country Is conbeen burned.
delegate at large from New Jersey In
the feelings of any republican friend.
cerned. We have a right to be proud
no help for the Imprisoned miners.
ISKS, today gave out an
"But I was thinking today of a
Interview-here- ,
Is owned by James of the great progress our country Is
The llally-Ol- a
story J thought may fit this case, and
declaring that he will support
Blttol and Dr. O, D, Hally and a num- making In the way of population, maMr. Taft in the campaign.
especially, would it fit the case with
ber of Chicago and St. Louis capital- terial development, etc., but it is not
Congressman Slemp and National
the republicans who are friendly to
ists, among whom nre several of the satisfactory to think that the great
Mr. Boosevelt. I got this story In
Committeeman A. H. Martin of VirItlaad-FrtaoWÍRELESS
o
gone
TO
so
INSTALL
cities have
much fastahead
directors f the Kock
ginia conferred with Mr. Taft today
Canada. An American official up
The property loss may reach er than the country districts. You
road.
there told It to me. He said that
about securing republican sneakers lo
IN
TELEGRAPH
ALASKA
JiiO.ilOO.
The mine is one of the most know that old saying that Hod made
stump the state of Virginia. They left
there was a man nominated for office
the country ami man made the town; GEORGIA TOWN UNDE8
valuable In the southwest.
and he was very anxious to poll a big TRAGIC FINISH OF AMAZON
tonight for New York to further pur
well it is said that the last Is not yet
Known Dead.
sue the matter with HenarHl 11, ,1,0,0
vote in his home town, or the town
Island Navy Yard, Cal.. Aug.
LEADER OF ILLINOIS MOB 2fl.Mare
an Improvement on the first. I am
HILTON.
noss
where he was born, and he went
SIX FEET OF WATER chairman of the speakers' bureau of
A party of government
wireless
glad
to see cities grow, but not at
ANDREW DI NILKKN.
buck there nnd made a speech, nnd
the republican national committee.
telegraph experts left the navy yard
the expense of the country. Their
they turned out those of his own Mrs,
DdMINIF. M A 111 NO.
Howard,
Indicted on today for Alaska, where they will estendency to grow Is not because of Three Lives Reported Lost in UTTGHKfl MI ST FIHHT
party anil those of other pnrtliv. nnd
STKVKN IBLOV1CH.
tablish a new wireless station near
the opportunity tin y present to make
Many Counts by Springfield Val des. Sixty days
OBOROH SMITH.
he made n personal appeal to them.
HIS OWN BATTLE IN M7W YORK
will be desired to
great fortunes, but because of their
Flood; Disastrous Fires ReHe told them that he was xery anxiIt. H. WEBBTTR.
New York. Aug. 26. Chairman K
Complete
ihe work there, which will
Jury
Grand
to
tendency
be more Interesting and
Prefers Death to lie the Inst of a chain of stations esous to have a large vote In the town
NICHOLAS IfTCOVICH.
H. Hitchcock of the republican
naSections;
in
Outlying
ported
attractive In themselves.
of his birth. Just as a compliment to
W. H. HARK BR,
tional committee declined today to
tablished ut Intervals of nbout 20(1
Risk of Prison,
In the course of a few dechope
"I
him, and In the course of his speech,
PIERCE.
ROY
the New York stste primaries
miles along the coast from Point bo- People Marooned in Houses, discuss
ades to se, the farmers bend their
he said:
DAM BLACOMA
with respect to any passible effect
ma, near San Diego, to Alaska.
energies
making
In
life
" 'Many of you will not agree with lll.v Morning Journal Ipetllal I.rimru Wife
toward
the
JOB BLACOMA.
they might
The navy yard has received orders
Springfield, ill., Aug 20. Mrs. Kale
country more Interesting and more I By Múralas Journal Huwlnl I.eflMd Wlri- nomination have on the governorship
me In party affiliations, but I believe Howard, forty-tw- o
F BANK BLACOMA.
and later on Ihe national
yeurs old, one of to prepare the outfits for the two new
attractive and toward Inducing our
you will vote for me Just for old the leaders in
NICK KLAChMA.
The floods ticket In New York. He Insisted that
C.a., Aug. 2
Atlanta,
the recenl riot in this wireless stations to be established In
people to Understand how really at- In
friendships sake, nnd he pointed to an city, committed
LBB HARVEY.
the Carolinas and Georgia culmi- he had not committed himself In any
today by the Philippines during the fall.
suicide
tractive our country life Is ut pres- nated
He said:
'Now swallowing acid while being placed
old man Smith
TOM RAIMON.
.
today In the breaking of the manner on
ent. I sometimes get impatient with big dam fix mlbs from Aagustn which he did not the governorship and said
QEOROK 01 i:DKNNINCi.
there Is old brother Smith. I know
r arrest.
She died as she was being FUGITIVE BANKER IS
think he use called upon
i,
In.
indigoes
to
the
city
who
the
we don't believe In the same party, led Into the Jail.
AL DAVIS.
the water from the Savannah to do so. In regard to the recent condiverts
no
In
can
he
find
lieeause
attraction
but I have known him from the time
CAPTURED IN BRAZIL
WALTER JON KS.
Rcfore the special Jury now In sesInto the canal at that point. The ference at Oyster Hay, which gather
the country, hut 1 am doubtful If the river
he was a boy and he has know me, sion many witnesses testified that Mrs.
AUK ROBS,
great flood of water bt loose soon Ing was followed by a statement from
fault lies with him so much as with
unand J Just believe that Brothed Smith Howard was one of the ringleaders of
At least twelve more names
Its Way Into Ihe city and to- James s. Sherman,
republican
vice
the fuct that there is so much lone- found
Cleveland. Aug. 2fi. A cablegram known.
will vote for me Just for old times the mob Which wrecked Lopcr's res,h presidential candidate, that thp prei
night
Fifteenth street
from
a
to
to
liness
County
and
and
isolation
Sheriff
failure
Mciiorray
from
lllo
you
Brother Smith?'
sake. Won't
taurant. She was the Brat person inlioundary Augusta is under six ponderance of opinion (here wns
take advantage of much that could b, eastern
"Now Brother Smith was a very dicted and was held on several counts Janeiro, Brasil, today, said that two CAHELK8S IVOKKM W
twelve feet of water which Is gradto Mr. Hughes, Mr. Hitchcock
lo
huv-Ina
with
expenditure
the
of
frank old man and he blurted' out: In the sum f $111,01)0 which she fur- Cleveland olllcers are returning,
BLAMED POM Disxsi l i: available
ually riving.
said:
I
1
energy.
In custody Anton F. Honnelll. the
little
have done what
'1 would vote for the devil first.
Well nished.
When she was released she
Hulyvilb, Okie., Aug. W, Late
"Mr. Sherman stuled explicitly that
The big bridge across the Savannah
responded the young man. hs your said she would never be arrested Italian banker who Is charged with
miners OOUld to develop rural nal free de- river went down In the rush of waters no determination of the rfovi ; r hip
the bodies of twenty-eigIt
I
livery.
to
see
want
developed
having
mlsplayed
120,666
belonging
to
year
cannot
again.
Is
running
not
this
friend
mine had
suffocated In tin Hally-Ol- a
and the dam at the locks seven miles matter was affected.
1
Today shortly after the special depositors of bis bank. Honnelll dis- been recovered and It was believed still further. This is first class coun- above the citv collapsed, adding to
expect your vote?'
"It Is not expected thst the views
il
try
I
hereabut,
hard,
but
rather
of grand jury returned another indict-I- n appeared about three months ugo: two more remained In the smoking
x "And so I feel that the friend
flood.
Of any of the republican leaders who
the
It
too
bicycling;
for
much of
eat against her charging murder In F.v entually he was traced to Ilraz.il, pit.
the Boosevelt republicans Is not runThe Associated Press correspondent participated In the discussion at the
stands upon end.
ning this year I am going to get some conjunction with (be recent lynching,). where he was taken Into custody by
The work Of rescue continues and
al AiiKiislu telephoned a report of presiiients summer home will be alwelcome
Ihe
development,
of
"I
Deputy
was
sent
to
Sheriff
Kramer
I
Hrnzlllan
might
It
put
the
votes.
authorities.
But
of their
a determined light Is being made to
every agency that tends to Increase three deaths, two white persons and tered by the fact thst a number of
on a stronger ground than that. Then-ar- Mrs. lioward's rooms to arrest her.
reach all parts of the mine in the Ihe attractiveness of country life and one negro, but could not give an counties In the primaries expressed
I iri s In
Mrs.
at
officer
Howard
Patent
received
the
alifornia.
certain things that come naturally
thai the bodies of the mtjslnj develop the social side of It. I be- aamea,
themselves In opposition to the govPasudena, Cal., Aug. 20. Forest hope
by descent and reforms come by de the door. Asking him to wait a miii- may
be found In some of the
men
current through the city streets ernor,
large
secretly
ahe
swallowed a
fins that have been raging for near deeper working! of the mine which lieve that more and more buildings Is The
scent. You can not convey a rerorm
swift, but not strong enough to
Thus far the republican national
of poison, and said: "I'm ready ly forty-eighours between the lead in every direction and In some In- like this could be used to adavntage, more than carry awuy debris, burrels.
by will.
The president has tried to
committee
has taken no stand In the
go
to
only
benot
books,
now."
of
because
the
but
range
till
and
rd
fourth
of
back
to
r
reforms
the
bcuueath certain
from
Hughes matter. The governor has not
Hhc accompanied the deputy to the Mount Wilson on the government for- stances are more thin it mile
cause It can be used as a place for llore lioxes and loose signs.
publican candidate, but I am the next
wus
explosion.
KCi
the
city
of
tile
Despite
the
the fact that
lie
been Invited to speak In the national
social meetings; and while you boys
today and
of the blood of the reform business, jail two blocks away and was Just est reservation, continue
Shortly after s o'clock this morning and girls can meet here for social warned Iflst night thai there was dan- campaign, and It Is said that no Invientering the jail door when she fell are devasllng a Sha forest region. A
and they come to me. In fuct, I dead.v
W, Hi Parker, mine oiler, accidentally
ger of the dam breaking, then- will ta Ion will be extended to him until
Improvement it will be a place,
large force of rangers has been asthink I could make it stronger than
barrel of oil, hope, where mol hers will meet also." be considerable loss ill business houses after the New York state convention.
applied a lurch to
Ten more Indictments, three charg- sembled to light the Humes.
no
dies
man
and
a
leaves
If
that.
and almost Instantly mi explosion foling
of all kinds. Estimates ut midnight The engagement
were returned by Ihe spewhich
The president went on:
Governor
children, the property goes back to cial murder
lowed which threw ftames In every
grand
Jury
place the financial loss close to the Hughes hss to speak at Youngstown,
afternoon
late
this
envy
Idler,
not
do
the
neither
'I
his parents and so far as reforms are True bills charging minder were SOUTHERN INDIANA
a
In
few seconds the the idle son of a millionaire nor Hie half million mark.
direction and
Ohio, September f,, wan not made un.concerned, the republican party has found against Mrs. Kate Howard.
seething furnace
from hobo.
There were several fires reported, der the auspices of the national
I have for both Intense pity.
RECEIVERSHIP EXTENDED mine was
died without heirs and the reforms Abraham Ituymor nnd James alias
dis- ganlxatlon.
which there He, uled not the slightest Th.. hardest worked Individual on the but as they are all In outlying
If Mr. Hughes Is renomigo back to the one from whom the "Slim" Humphrey,
linymnr and Mrs.
Tin- lire nnd exto escape.
chance
2(1. -- The receivership
Is apt to be the mother or wife tricts the extent of tin- dumuge canAug.
Chicago,
nated the directors of the speakers'
farm
got
So
party
reforms.
the
republican
3110
with the murder of
Howard
Is
from
NlXon
almost
feet
the
said
plosion
he
started
learned. It
bureau of the national committee will
of the farmer. If you don't applaud not
the Southern Indiana Hallway comI think I have a right to expect n of the negro Uurton. Humphrey Is
and as the flames ate thai you ought to. I believe In the A Danforlh cotton warehouse was de- begin Immediately booking the govvotes this charged with the murder of the negro pany was this afternoon extended to the surface,
good many republican
tinChicago Southern Hallway com- their way back into the mine a dense farmer economising, but on himself stroyed by lire, together with the Nix- ernor for as many speeches a he will
year. Then my friends, I am expect- Donnignn.
No bull was allowed In pany
A
fire spouted not on his wife, i am dead right on on wholesale grocery warehouse.
by Judge Kohlsaat In the United column Of smoke and
consent to make.
ing large additions to the democratic either of the cases.
News of the fire that. If you have got to drop some lire was a!io reported In the Georgia
from the shaft
receivership
court.
circuit
The
States
ripe
are
for
time
the
votes because
This Is the second Indictment for Is
among
of
shops.
QUtckly
Ihe
railway
families
spread
one, drop one hired man rather than Central
In accordance w ith the petition filed
Turk Highwayman 81RI at lrge.
a change In administrations. Mr. murder against Itaymor, the first beDespite the fnct that
the water
I
the men who had gone down for the
want to see buildUutte, Mont. Aug 16. A apéela) to
Taft was making a speech over In ing returned Isst week, charging blin by that road Inst week. Myron J. morning shift, and soon the shaft the hired girl.
lands six feel in the residence dis- the in,, mountain from Llvlngton says
ings like this one used for mothers'
Virginia, and he forgot that there with the murder of Donnignn. Wit- curpenter, receiver ror the southern
was surrounded by a piteous meetings.
It gives the women a trict of the city and Is deeper In oth- that the part hlghwuyman Is still at
was a country outside, and he was nesses test lied that he was one of the Indiana, was also named as receiver house
for the Chicago Southern. Both roads crowd of foreigners, the wives and chañen to meet each other soclnlly er portions, there has been no Indi- large. A message from Fort Yellowmaking a speech for the republicans leaders of the mob.
men. and It puts them In better trim for cation that the people are suffering stone
of the Imprisoned
says
that soldiers are stilt
Rthel How, a young woman, wan were among the assets of John It. children
of Virginia, and he told those people
beyond being marooned In the upper searching for the bandit but that there
work.
the
at
of
failure
time
a
the
of
Walsh
Indicted for malicious mischief. Shé
that when a party stayed In power
la small chance of their capturing him.
'All of us know l hat certain type stories of their dwellings.
the Walsh bank, the Chicago National. ( out urn, ,i on Page 2 : Column 4.)
good while It was apt to become cor wan a friend of Mrs. Howard.
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Special

I.rimril Wire

Washington, Aug. 2. Union labor's
equation In the democratic national
platform anil the plans that have been
formulated by olllcers of the American Federation of Labor to swing the
labor vote to W. J. Hrynn were
matters of a series of conferences
tonight between National Chairman
Norman K. Mack and Samm l T. fiom-perpresident of the American Federation of I,abor; Secretary Morrison
'"T the. Federation, and President
of the Machinists union.
Chairman Mack announced before
bis departure for New York at midnight that he had approved the plans
ib ised by Mr. does pera and his assistants to aid In Mr. Bryan's election
and that within a few days he would
announce the chairmen of the various
labor bureaus which will be established In several of the larger cities
and conducted under Ihe general direction of tlie national committee and
the American Federation of Labor.
During the evening Mr. Mack talked over the long distance telephone
with National Committeeman Mcdraw
at (rallan,
'a. ami Congressman
Talboi of Maryland.
Tib situation in
Maryland and West
Virginia, Mr.
Mack said, was highly satisfactory.
"Tile democratic national committee will receive the
of
American Federation of Labor In
every way," said Mr. Mack, "and Mr.
Compels tonight submitted to me the
plans which have been formulated to
effect an active campaign In the labor
world In the Interest of democracy.
These plans I regard ns highly satisfactory ami they will be adopted. The
plans provide for the establishment of
labor bureaus Id several labor center
v.
o,nru in i iiic;rgo
at the democratic headquarters.
The
national committee will appoint only
members of the American Federation
of Labor ns heads of these bureaus,
and Mr. (lumpers has given me a
number of names of those who would
be regarded as acceptable to the federation.
"Plans for sending out labor literature were talked ovi and the national committee will furnish dates for
labor speakers."
Congressman Frank Clark of Florida, secretary of the democratic congressional committee, called on Mr.
Mack nnd talked over the congressional situation.
Chalarman Mack will organize the
headquarters in New York tomorrow
and the middle of next week will return to Chicago.
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to the memory of the hero of many
battle or the sea. in the dedication of
a memorial tablet in the Portsmouth
navvy yard. The commandant's house
at th. navy yard where the fomous
fighter died was the scene of the exeorge Dewey,
ercises and Admiral
who served with Farragut. lined the
covering from the tablet. The memorial hears the Inscription:
"Died in this house August 14. 1ST
David íílasglow Farragut, admiral
In the Cnited Stales navy
Faithful
and fiarles."
In opposite corners of the tablet
the I'lilted States seal and
the regulation anchor of the I'nlted
States navy.
The naval band played a hymn and
gafVtOS were llred by the navy yard
battery.
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VISITS
HIS NATIVE VILLAGE

turned to this city today from an exOUT DEMOCRATIC
tended campaign trip through the in-- t
rmotintaln and Pacific coast states
in an Interview tonight said:
"Bryan is very strong in the states
TURKEY
west of the Mississippi river and the
NSINCERITY
. I
..... .. V. . . ...n ill ....II rtibrM
.1
lin-uoux
in i..ii
wir
w ill be a great surprise
to the coun- I
try.
traveled all over the Pacific
and intermountain states, and I
Founder of Young Turk Move- 'cast
Flagrant Crimes Against Lib
must say that I was greatly surprised
ment Gives Graphic Account to llnd how much stronger llryan Is1
erty in Solid Somn Cited as
this year than he has been before.
of Struggle to Free Empire did not meet a democrat who was not
Showing Hypocrisy of "Let
met a
going to vote for him. and
From Despotism,
great many republicans who are openthe People Rule" Slogan,
ly supporting the democratic nominee.
saw and from what I
Illy Moraine JuurBul nalnral tawd Wire.) Prom what
H, Mnrnlnc Juornal Koerlal I. paged Wire. I ATCHISON BONDS II
I have no doubt that Mr. Bryan
heard
Aug.
London,
Mohamed
:1.
XfW York, auk 24. John Spargo,
one of the founders of the w III carry a majority of the states west
a merntrr of the national committee
young
Turkey
movement, who Is now of tlie Mississippi river. He is sure
of the soelsallst party, ha eenl to W.
In London, has given in an interview. to carry Kansas. Nebraska. Colorado.
J Hrynn a long letter In which he
'tin interesting account of this orga I 'tali. Idaho, Montana, Nevada and
the appeal made )y the taHtw
nization, tte says that the organiza- i 'a III ornla.
at Indlnnapoli for socialist votes
"The battle ground, however, Is go- -'
tion
has nothing whatever to do with
I
In his letter he say it wa a
s
Young Turks of Paris ing to be hi New York and the
the
that Mr.
bid Mr socialist
Mipport
of the middle West. Every Inch
but was
as a secret soc iety in
Bryan made and hs call it a pathetic Subscription List on Seventeen October. formed
1H04. as a last resort to free of the ground lu those localities Is
ani futile appeal.
Turkey from the thralldom of the se- going to be contested. The nominaMortgage
Dollar
Million
First
InsinHi- urguH that the claim ix
cret police i,y whose machinations tion of J. W. Kern for vice president
cere anil thai Ihf di inofratk party In
thousands of the best men in Turkey is very popular In Indluna. Tin- nomBe Opened.
to
Issue
for known
not Keeking u rented)
disappeared.
According to his esti- ination of former Vice President Ad- a I, iihis, declaring thai "known abuses"
mate 40,0011 men have been so dis- lal Stevenson for governor of Ell
llUpati'h lu llm lliTnii Journal
sinhil
an- nowhere
o flagrant a
in
the
Hostnii, Mass.. Aug. uu. flnhnrrlp posed of. He relates on incident of mils puts that stare In the doubtful
south, which
almnst wholly demoown knowledge to the effect thaf column. The same can be said of
tlon
lists will be opened tomorrow his
cratic.
forty men were brought from
.Minnesota, and there seems to be no
1 7,000,000 of transmorning
for
the
Mr. Spargo aert. that conditions
to the shores of the Boaphorua
shaft line drat mortgage one evening. He heard the screaming doubt that he will carry the state
in the south with
on.igc nnd DthM continental
again.
4 Her cent tifty-ycgold bonds or the at night time
and next morning afi
evils rampant through the allayed ite"1 feel confident Bryan will carry
Topeka
ami
Pa
Atchison.
Rail
Santa
ri
had disappeared.
ration of democratic
New York.
The democrats in New
way
company,
which
are
to
offered
be
a (erman
At another occasion
are not an Indication of any lineare
ninety-fou- r
and a half steamer lying in the Mospliorus on York will all do their duty am! take
dcMre oa the part Of the democratic to the public at
and Interest by .1. 1 Morgan ft Co. of Weighing her anchor drew up several advantage ot the aplenflld opportunity
party fur the people to rule.
to place the entire stale again In the
Phitg-O- l corpses.
In addHion aa telle Mr. Hrynn that New York and Drcxel ft Co. of
democratic column.
Iphla.
h
application
The
will
list
wrongly
been
.sultan
"The
has
"democratic Judge have been Just aa
U
or
closed
In
at
before
O'clock
the
of
affairs
this
condition
blamed
for
nad to seYve Injunctiona and demo- afternoon.
said Mohamed Diimotilln.
"He is sur- COMMONER GIVEN OA' VilOX
cratic employers to seek them, as reAT ST. LOUS UNION DEPOT
rounded by camarilla and can trust
publicans," and h- argues that the
St. Louis, Aug.
6. Observed by
to reattempted
nobody
he
had
nnd
platplank
in
lalior
the democratic
few bystanders and
no comparatively
he
government
alone
the
form
(
e
ixüo was far marc prtsf rssn-Ir- MAN EATEN ALIVE
form
W.
Hrynn
J.
ostentation,
6Y doubt would have been assassinated. (without
than that in tin present platform
limbed down the car steps of tin- BalYoung
meeting
of
first
"The
the
"Tit efe - uu place in the democratTurks society was held at Itcbek on timore & Ohio train from Salem. 111.,
I he letter,
ic party," oonciude
"for
the Boaphorua, October 20, 1804. at when it had backed into the Union
lin ate looking and hoping for
men
the residence of Abdul Kerim, the sul- station at t:Ü5 this evening, took his
RED ANTS
heiier Social conditions"
tan's private secretary. The society hand hag from the courtly porter and
grew with amazing rapidity and with- started up the broad walk towards the
in a year had spread itself over the Iron gateway with the throng of arrivBehind him followed
whole empire. Our opportunity cam" ing travelers.
MOBBED Sad Tate of White Plague Vic- when
who
Austria proposed to build the Theodore A. Boll, of California,
was temporary chairman ot (he Denwhich
meant
the
railway
Novibazar
tim In California; People Pass dismemberment of the empire. We Im- ver convention; Robert F Hose, secretary to Mr. Bryan, and four CorresgovColdly by Thinking Unfortun- mediately applied to the British
pondents
accompanying the democrat-- i
MaceIn
put
help
to
affairs
ernment
B POLICEMEN
donia on a sound and workable foot- ic presidential candidate.
ate Drunk,
But before the little party had
ing. The British government deserv.-been
the everlasting gratitude of the Turk- readied the gate Mr. Bryan had gathn.i Mefahaj I eaal Npeciml trans'
ire
recognized and a crowd speedily
boa a Híteles. Aug. 26. After lying ish nation for its effort to save it from ered BboUl him.
For a moment he
Disgraceful Exhibition of Law halpleaa under tree near the Oatrlch ruin."
how the stopped to shake hands right and left
explain
does
not
Mohamed
east of the city from Sunday afand then rushed on toward the check
lessness by Denver Officers j farm
ternoon until Tuesday night his Me It rit Ish government rendered this
room where lie sided up with other
nee
slowly ebbing away, while red ants
hurrying travelers and awaited his opSworn to Uphold the Law,
swarmed over his body and literally
portunity to check his luggage. This
KILLS"
MINERS
TWO
ate him alive, Murtón I!. Jarvis, aged BLAST
done lie made his way to the ticket
B
Mumini Jeasaal opacieJ teases' uirri twenty-six- .
a contracting teamster of
IN
SHAFT window to pun base a ticket to Kansas
HELD HELPLESS
'it. John Bradley, IS Chestnut street, Torre Haute, died
Denver. Aug
City and tlie crowd, that by this time
alias John Brenaan, a cowboy, who, today at the county hospital whither
had become a surginu throng, swept
TayAug.
D.,
Redfern, S.
It. J.
was arrested late today on suspicion! he was taken when found la d night
along with him.
mining
lor, one of the last known
Wll- - JOrvIa was suffering from consumption
of having murdered policeman
his ticket, lie
Having purchased
llam P. Stephana last night, was gel and came to California two years ago. men In the Black Hills and his helper. walked out to Market street, halted a
Last Sunday he left h(s hotel In the Chris Miller, were instantly killed at carriage and was driven to the Southupon by a number of police Officers
The men ern hotel, where he took dinner and
at headqiusrti ri tonight ami narrowly afternoon to go to the Oatrlch Carta the Burlington mine today
tjip. On the way In had lust, stepped into a cage to lie discussed the poOj4HJoutool; in Mist, .tl' i, i,, .b ull) 'at Ho lt for a pleasure icLi
escaped
waikfag JJer to a raised tronS he danger of a blast BIT) souri with officials of the stale demoDetective who had the pris- became faint ifnwn.
hands
Instead hi' re- - a break caused the cage to slick and cratic committee.
oner In charge .might off the Infuil-ate- shade tree lav
bis strength he fainted away tlie explosion caught them helpless.
covering
He departed at 10:30 p. m. over tlie
n
pntroim,
and dragged their
Taylor iia,i bean in the Black Hills Missouri Pacific for Topeka, where be
did not regain consciousness until
charge to a place of H ,f, ty. Ili:nl, y. and
of
ihe
was
president
1ST!
orne
long after dark that night.
lb'
will deliver a .speech tomorrow afteror Br en nan waa cup; ired tonight by
f.'or w o days and nights lie lay company in whose mine in met death noon.
city datectlvei ai a ranch about twen- helples with the ants ami other
Mr. Bryan made a
At Carlyale,
ty miles from Ho '.in,- of the killtormenting
him
Occasional
speech from the rear platform, dising last nlfhl and arrive, at til, city passers b) thought the man under the
r popucussing briefly the qtfeatlon
LOVER
hall Just ,v the night force of poll
Influen
of liquor ami did not go In NDUGED
to this government
applied
as
rule
lar
men were gathering for duty.
Ills Ills as tunee. Late Tuesday evening
captors wire going through the hall help c 'lie ami he was taken to the
THIRTY MINERS MEET
with Hradh-- when the report became tlOSplb
wln re he died today.
clrculuted that Officer Stephens' slayDEATH IN FLAMING TOMB
SLAY HUSBAND
er wus in the huiiding Instantly blue
coats awirmed into th, corridor and
(Continued from Page i. Column i.)
PARK
He NATIONAL
attacked the man under arrest
was knocked down with police clutM
Hastily an organised effort wus made
and the enraged brother oflJoeri of
Story of Atrocious Minder to reach the suffocating men, but not
Stephens seeme t bent on exterminatuntil after almost twelve hours oT
g
ing him, wion chief Armstrong,
Comes From Far North; Wo- an incessant and
struggle
sufficiently under con-- l
with a bunch of detectives, charged
was
tire
the
man Justifies Deed as Retri- trnl for lha rescuers to enter the
the mob The appearance of the chief
the attack long enough tor
mine. The dead bodies were found a
bution for Cruelty,
tiradle)-- ' ie.ciien to drag him gwa)
short distance from the scene of IBS
Bron- Foie
Inspector
Service
Ba was then placed in a call and i
By Muroing Jeoraal ggastsl Leased wirei explosion, which had occurred at tile
being closel) guarded. He Was nid
It
son Leaves for Inspection
Seattle, Wish.. Aug. I. A special bottom of the hoisting shaft,nu and
seriously hurt
n hnd
Chief Armstrong dewas
the
evident
unfortunate
Alaska,
Vahlcz,
to the Times from
clare that the evidence against Urad-lebarely time to retreat a short distance
an Trip Thtough Country says:
Is strong
before the deadly fumes of burning oil
In
the
aroused
passions
BlélMentA
An ind Cloudcroft,
The spirit of revenge shown In the
'and gas overcame tliein. The ilcuil
far
from
unwilling
bride
an
of
bosom
assault on Hl.ldle b police oflicer.- the limits of civilization on the little men were huddled together and all
tonight wail not broken b the failure
Mtonson of this city, chief
I'
of AfOgnak, culminated In one hail been suffocated.
of the attack
tr of the forest service In New Island
While efforts were being made to
of
most aatrooloua murders yet
the
It leaked out that a plan had been Mi xlc has aone to Cloudhmst to
quench the Humes at the entrance of
confession
according
recorded,
the
to
decided upon that Involved the ap- take
trip through tin Sacramento
the mine, other rescuers were makiOg
propriation of the Jailor's keys when mount ins with IC. P. Burfeé ami II of Marcrena Kavonoof, who induced efforts to enter the mine from a suh-- i
to
her
loved
kill
man
whum
she
the
he was dozing, ns is bis custom. In the B st, .
The object of the trip is
almost half a mile distant
early hours of the morning. The cell to sec ireir.data for the formulation of husband. Both principals are now entrance
under arrest at Aforgnak, from which from the explosion. Smoke and llames
In which Hruillej waa routine, was a p port to the president oq the
phtee they will probably be brought poured from this entrance tor hours
then to be opened and Bradley taken
and advisability of making a to Vats' 01 for trial before the district und there s, tneil no limit to the ex,,t
hanged
out and
shot Chief
nation. park out of the Sacramento court,
peter s. ftayoroaoof was a tent and ilatnae. already done.
when w .lining of the plot country. The proposed park
would woodman, who recently was married
however, in hope that their
reached him, had Brad lay removed to Incluí).' the Indian
reservation ami a to a
girl in the loeal work might i .suit in suving some
the county Jail, where he Is now un- large part of
the Sacramento range. Greek Catholic church. They went companions, the men labored. Evder heavy guard.
M. .srs. Btevena and Burgea form an
to their home at (Hirliiky. where the ery effort of the rescuing party to enKl PaSO commission appointed by the bridegroom,
who wa
much older ter the mine were futile until shortly
TONY PASTOR, FATHER OF
mayor of that city
when
the
than his wife, had a small farm. after s o'clock tonight,
VAUDEVILLE, EXPIRES
Not long afterward, Qaorgg Pastriak Mames were under sufficient control to
Tolstoi Near Heath.
off, a former admirer of the young allow forcing an entrance.
SI. el'terhurg. Aug. 27
It will be many hours before
The St aromgn, followed and she egged him
the
Klmhurst. L I , Aug 2. Antonio Petersburg morning paper.-- state that to free her from her husband, whom mine has sufficiently cleared of smoke
(Ton?) Pastor, the theatrical manager, fount I.en Tolstoi's condition Is v,rr she fear,,!. Pestrlakoff agreed to do and cooled off so that searching pariHed tonight alter un Illness of sev- grave. He has been suffering for some so,
and according to the details, felled ties may penetrate every working of
eral Week.
time past with dilation of the veins of
the mine. All hope of Hnding any of
Tony Pastor vas taken III August 10 hl feet, which more recently became Kavorozoof with an ax. The only wit- the men still missing, alive, has been
was
ness
tragedy
to
the
terrible
the
lie rallied lompllcnted by an attack of inlluenxn
lust arid failed rapidly.
son by a abandoned.
dead man's
m vi ral till). m, bu' the doctora did not
Macrena iiitlinl-dataformer marriage.
What N Hcst for Indigestion?
hold out any hope for recovery. Durthe lad and compelled him te DEAD MEN'S NAMES ON
ing his illness, letters. teWgrmiiM ami
Mr A. Koblnson of Drum'iuln, Oniirds gfagrad Into Kerry cottage hi tario ha been trouhled for years assist hcr In disposing of the body.
BROOKLYN
POLL BOOKS
home here, from all part of Ihe coun- with Indigent Ii ii. and recommend Then the slayer and the woman fled.
Kavorosnof was
Hoon afterward
try and later messages from Europe fhamberlaln'
Stomach nnd Liver missed and through the boy It was Attorneys Ippeal to courts in Preven)
began to arrive.
Tnblets as the "best medicine I ever learned that he had been killed. The
Pal Mct'arren From Voting
If troubled with indigestion fleeing couple were captured and
used."
Tliein.
Pn iii in of Brwadflr III.
or constipation give them a trial. They lodged in Jail. Two days later the
2(
Aug.
Guayaquil.
Ecuador.
gre certain to prove beneficial. They woman Orokl down and admitted the
New York.
Aug. 26. Application
President ah ii o according to reliable are essy to take and pleasant In ef- crime.
by counsel representing
Hhe
by
It.
however,
Justified
suffering
rumor, m
from a serious at- fect. Price. 2K cent. Hamplee free
forces was made in Brooklyn tomaking charges of extreme cruelty
tack of Heart failure, whfrh may prove at all druggist.
day ut a special term of the suprema
against her husband.
ratal at any moment.
Pestrlakoff has no regret for the court for the removHl of thousands of
The president arrived here Monduy
part
he played, saying he sought to names on the democratic poll books,
of
u
change
In
of
Julto,
search
from
deliver
the woman whom he loved thai It was charged were being Illebula
physicians
issued
climate. Ills
gally retained. Attorney McTcrnan
from the terror she was living In.
letin today saying thst he had been
for the organization, asserted that In
benefited and that they believed that
some districts hundreds of enrolled
with a fortnight's rest he would be
WOOL GROWERS FAVOR
democrats had moved or died and
for preserving or cunning.
The
oble to return to Ihe capital nnd asSTORAGE OF PRODUCT there was danger of fraudulent use of
finest the in ii k' uffords at
sume again the duties of chief execuPour-teethose names at the primaries
tive. The report of the doctors,
of the twenty-thre- e
assembly disIs considered over optimistic.
up- Halt Lgke, Aug. M proving tlie pit. a fiir nutional storage trict were represented in the paper
MEMORIAL TABLET IN
of the western wool crop were adoptee! submitted to tin (onrt, and the atununimoui-ltoday by the executive torney said he believed nearly 10, una
HONOR OF FARRAGUT
PER 20 LB. BOX
committee ot ihe Natlonnl Wool Orow. names would he presented to the court
ers' association. The president of the for scrutiny. Senator McCnrren' apwa authorised I" name s pointees will handle the Iwllota at the
association
Aug.
Three
N.
M..
It
Portsmouth.
LOSEY & DEXTER
to
committee
friends
select the city where s! election primaries mid the
relative,
shipmates,
thousand
attorneys ib iJjuU'd they wanted
Phone 7M central storage market will b.- - eatgh
II N. ftth.
and admirers of Admiral David Ulaa-glolist.
j the Humes removed from th
llshed and to form a corporation.
Farragut today paid a tributa
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Grocery Co.
g
Good Things to Eat.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co

specíaT

I

WHOLESALE
Glass, Cement, Wall

'

RETAIL LUMBER.
and Rex Flintkote Roofing.
Albuquerque. New Mexiu

AND

Paper

North First Street.

,

SPECIAL

1

aner

Manufacturers of Sut.li, Doors. Mouldings, etc.
IN 1,1 VI Hi: I!, LATH AND SltlSWJjiKS.
WHOLE HALE GLASS.
Albuquerque,
Under the Viaduct.
1)1 A I. Kits

The Way

SPECIAL

SALEJfODAY

Our lumber

I

corn-land-

--

manufacturad

at oar

own mills, from the pick of the beat
body of timber la the southwest,
to the report of the government's experts. A large stock of dry

Bartlett Pears

pruca dimensión on haad.
Why not buy the beat when It Is as
heap aa the o'hsr kinds.

-

1

Is

It's Done

Large, Lucious and Juicy

-

1

45 lb. Boxes

UMBER Rio Grande Lumber
Phoas

Full

Weight

a

Corner Id and

Co

M.runtt

olllce-Tiolde-

PRISONER

$1.00 Per Box
Supply will only last
dayorder early.
FINE

FOR

Concord

s

j

PRESERVING

HARDWARE

Grapes

8 lb. Basket, 65c

T

Las Cruces

'

I

BUILDERS'

to-

Cantaloupes

or, you need not be surprised
if it is not of the best.
The
best costs a little more, but
looks a thousand times better.
When you let the contract for
your house, reserve the right
to select your own hardware,

the finest flavored melon.
12 large melons, 50c

AND

The Jaffa Grocery Co.

I

HERE is only one way to get
good hardware in your house,
and that is to select it yourself.
If you leave it to your contract

THEN

INTERVIEW

US.

Mood Tilings to Rat.
Mail Orders Filled Same Day aa
IlMwtsed.

Wa gner Hardware Co

uocooooaxxxxxxxioooooooooc.

CENTRAL AND FOURTH

Try a Morninq Journal Want!1!

d

i

HIGH GRADE CUTLERY

ts

-

I

10

'

Case and Sons Razors and Pocket Knives, Diamond Edge Shears,
Kitchen and Paring Knives, Butcher, Sticking
and Skinning Knives
1

heart-rendin-

RAABE & MAUGER

i

VgfirtffcfggZ

y

Harness We Make IN
SHOP and Fully

VEHICLES
OF
EVERY

OUR

Decripition

i

GUARANTEE

ALL
SADDLERY

feas-Iblll-

i

Ann-stron-

SUPPLIES

g

,

Our Prices are "as
Low as the Lowest"
J. KORBER & CO. 2 14 N. 2nd St.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

d

OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
DEPOSITORY A. T. &

REPORT OF CONDITION MAY

PEACHES
i

how-ewe-

n

95 Cents

w

I

S. F. RAILROAD CO.

iti
Isas

sot ici:s.

and Discounts
lloiuls. securities and real estate
Roveniineiit Hi mi Is . . .
Claali on hand and In bank ..
ms

Cash

raourca

totai

14, 19W.
IXMBtUmm

$1,635,118.67
89,836.22

308,000.00
929,433.69

Capital
Surplus and Profit
( In ulatlon

,
-

Ipoeke

$ 200,000.00
62,591 .91
200,000.00
2,499,796.67

1,237,433.69

$2,962,388.51

total

m

$2,962,3M.H

ai miOUEROUE

BASEBALL

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

OF THE TEAMS.

Chicago.

.

Won. Lost. P.O.
4
.622

.;
.r.

an:

Philadelphia.
Cincinnati
Boston

&

'

46

0
4!)
4-

Brooklyn

4

All H

Detroit
St. mils
Cleveland
Ohlcag
Philailelpiiia
FostotL .
Washington.

I' i(

II

'41

-

7

.

Now York

6l

E

OXE-THIR-

D

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

.7.66

JOHN BECKER,

.560

President.

t.l86

5

74

.469
.404
.333

for an hour and a hall

HORESMEN

. ."

.

10

:

BEFOS

RACE BEFORE

f.

i

Presence of Executive on Fair
Ground Causes Tie Up in
Program at Ballstown,

.

By Miiminii Journal Special
Wlrfl
Itallsion. if, V.. Aug. 26. For an
lucir and a half this afternoon the

5.

-

1

two-thir-

'ale.

.antes postponel

on account of

WESTERN LEAGUE.
I'nehio

1

1

:

Pettier

S.
,

FlcOl

Leave

Sydney,

Sydney Today.

Hear Admiral
8 perry, oommander of the American
fleet, an the other admírala returned
ion beard the ships today. Arrangc-- !
incuts are now being completed for
!the departure for Melbourne early to
morrow morn lag,
Aug.

20.

Denver,
Aug.
26.
Denver's
loose playing lost today' game
U. II
Score KANSAS BRAN AND SHORTS.
3
6
Denver,
100 000 20a
Itrsl anil cheapest bran to lie had,
puebla
004 loo so::
Lti5 per hundred. No mill sweepings
PaUfirlcs: Coioett and McDonough;
and retttae oils and wheal- - ground III
owens arid Smith.
(los. Sacked onder pure food law tile
sumo Hint governs the s.ile of flour.
Sioux City 3: Des Moines 0.
;
Sioux City, AUff. 26 :In the fastest tUaed by the large! dairies In this
or
iciiiity.
feed
for
horse
the
Great
name of the season In the Western
league, one hour and twelve minutes, COM and poultry. Cash guarantee with
Sioux City shut out Des Moines today. every order. All size ord r delivered
25c worth to ear lots, E. W. Fee. 002- 3 to 0.
It was also the third shut-ou- t
of the series for the Des Moines team, 'oot s. 1st. Phone 16,
Score
ft H Ii
3
Sioux City ....000 Hi oo
Des Moines ...000 000 OO0 0
Batteries! Freeman and Bhea

....

'

l

MATGH

antAgotdsed their interests and they
proposed to retaliate by refusing to
take their horses out on the track
while he was present.
FOR REGULAR
Those hi charge of the fair threatened to have the owners disqualified
for their refusal to conic to time when
the races were called but evi n this
F
threat had no effect in altering their
attitude and the races were held no
during the entire period of the visit
Of the executive to the fair.
liovernor ungues was sen- uiii-- i! u'
leave here on the 4 o'ei .ck train and Target Trophies at Camp Perry
shortly before t hat tune he left the
Go to Infantry, Navy, Cavfair grounds' enclosure Immediately
upon his departure the racing proceed
alry and Marine Corps ir
ed. The lateness of the start caused
the continuance of the trotting until
Order Named.
dark this evening.
Hughes Has No Continent.
Albany. N. Y.. Aug 26 - Governor l.v XnriiiiiK Journal Special Leased Wire)
Hughes on his return from Hallston
Camp Perry, ., Aug. 26. The linintonight had nothing to say regarding ted States infantry team won tin g-"
the horse owners at th
the action
tional trophy and the $300 offere l by
Saratoga county fair.
congress by winning the United States
army rifle team match today. The inThe Lalest Man in the World.
would not be contented to bo kept In fantry's score was .1.224. The second
the house and doing nothing by rheu- ante, tin- Hilton trophy and 5200 In
Neither are you. who are cash went to the navy team whlcn
matism.
always busy and uctive Then don't cored :!.2I0. A score of .'t I SO made
neglect the first twinge of nn ache or by the cavalry team, gave the cavalry
pain that you might think Is just a third place, the bronze trophy, "The
rick." Hub well with Mallard's Snow Soldier of Marathon" and $15o in
Liniment and n matter what the cash. The marine corps was fourth
trouble is. It will disappear at orr e. with :!,117 and won 1 tul in cash. Vi.tU
Sold by J. H. CVRIelly Co.
place and J! 7.1 In cash was won by the
Wisconsin team with a store of 2,0ii
also loads the national guard
which
ANNOUNCES!
FAT.
SPECIAL
Afl of the high honors were
teams.
i'
1 wish
to say tQ the ladles of
by the regular
army service
tli.il
have decided to remain taken
lu re for the coming full and whiter teams.
At the conclusion of the
national
seasons. My dressmaking parlors will
be open for business on and after team contest the national Individual
September 1st, 190. 1 solicit a share match began. In thll contest there
were tills entries. Today's shooting In
of your liberal patronage.
Very r4JAfttliy,
this contest was on the sklrmlah i nn
MISS A. M. (KTBARDS,
and at the 200 yards targets rapid Bre
Room 10, over Golden Kale Dry
Tomorrow the 00 yard targets will
doocls Store
Ihe shot at. to he followed on Friday
by the SOO and 1,00 yard stages.
The Individual match is for thirty-siA mocking bird whistle qiven
nu dais, of gold, silver and bronz"
away to each child that buys and Caafl prizes aggregating 3t0, At
(dose of the skirmish run and th"
their school books at Hawley s the
t00 íard rapid fire tonight, Dortch,
Of! the COmCf
of the navy led with a score of 10.

Oil. HUGHES

lf

refusing to

budge from their position. Tiny openE ly
declared that Governor Hughes bat! MILITIA

inis-play-

All

MAIL AND

i

last night. This looks as if th- - Drown
at
last realize that practice and more
Western League.
Won. Lost. P.O. of it, is one of tin- ssaentlal facwra
4!l
70
.588 of the game, and one tliat is absolutely
Omaha. . .
6!i
.".
.570 necessary when it comes to playing!
Sioux City
winning hall.
J
5S
65
Lincoln
61
64
Denver
.512
Re tilts al Empire City.
Pueblo";
51
65
.454
Des MoliH'g
43
80
.350
Empire City, N. Y., Aug. 26. First
race, six furlongs- - Hold Proof, won;
Sli'
Toddlngton,
Biskra,
second;
NATIONAL LEAGUE
third. Time 1:43
t
race, inlli
D'or,
Second
Aster
Chicago 6; Brooklyn I.
won: Colonel White, second; D'Arkle,
s
Chicago, Aug. jo. -- Brooklyn's
roupieii
iih an occasional hit third. Time 1:43
furlongs
Third race, five one-haami a few sucitllcos gave Chicago the
final gum,- of the Merles hero today, 6 Sir John, won: Rtible, secdon; Star
Thistle, third. Time 1:0
to t. ,
Fourth race, bile and a half
S. ore- It. II. E.
Brother Jonathan, won; .Mosffuette,
6
Chicago
t
013 lui oo
.
Brooklyn,
.120 ftOo loo I ii J second; Trash, third. Time 2:37.
Fifth race, mile and sixteenth
Batteries: ov erall. Brown and KlIng;
Okcnitc, won; Dainty Dame, second;
Pastoría?, Bitter and Bergen,
race, mile and .sixteenth
Sixth
Golden Shore, won; Monocle, second;
New York i: Pittsburg ;;.
Pittsburg, Ant;, St,
York won Castletvood, third. Time 1:51
game from Plttaburj! by .'i
Criiiiulutcd Son- Eyes Cured.
acart! of 4 to 3. GUI, Pittsburg's new
"For twenty years 1 suffered from
first hair lag Hi played n good gum, .
R. ii. B .1 bad case of granulated sore eyes,
Score
Plttshurg
000 003 000 3 S 0 isays Martin Bovd of Henrietta. Kv.
"in February, 003. a gentleman askNew York ....008 01 o Oil' 4 11
Putteiies: Young, Leaver and Gib? ed me to try Chamberlain's Salve. I
son; Mcfllnnity, Mathcwsnn, Taylor bought one box and used about
of It and my eyes have not
and Bresnahan.
given me any trouble since."
Thls
salve is for sale by all druggists
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
.

Railway

..".7

4!
4ÍI

50
56

T. & S. F.

The Sunlu Fa Hallway Company has here the largest terminal yards on i s system from Chicago to California which witii an elegant Harvey Eating House, a commodious depot, mail and expresa office; rouudhouae
for eighteen stalls; tracks to accommodate I. oso curt:. The lota offered for sale adjoin the dciiot grounds und Harvey Eating House; streets graded, sidewalks laid out; shade treets, etc.
CASH; BALANCE ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE FROM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT 8 PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT, WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN
THE "KICKS OF LOTS ARE LOW; TERMS EASY,

.11(1

.

64
64
63
53
53
44
37

of the A.

Cut-O- ff

ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS,
POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

Lea j; 11,
Wun. Lost. P.C.
7
43
.60

I

TIUHTY-OX-

. 4

71

Located on the Belen

BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING

.540
y i
.430
.575

50
58
65

.5!

Kt. Louis

.5113
.ÓH9

At

3

27, 1908.

MILES SOITII OF ALBl Ql EHQl E. NEW MEXICO, OX THE MAIN LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY AND GALVESTON
TO SAN FHAXCISCO AND OLD MEXICO.
THE BELEN TOWNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TOWNSITE 1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT. WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS
Beta, New Mexico, lies in the valley of the Rio Grande. It ha fine shade tms and a beautiful lake. School Houses, Churches, a Commercial Club, Mercantile Storea oí all classes Patent Roller Milu, a Winery, the
cw H itel Biien, with all modern improvétuenta; restaurants.
Brick Yard, two Lumber Yards, etc, etc, etc.

BELEN IS

National
New Tjn k

THURSDAY, AUGUST

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

MAJOR LEAGUE

STANDING

MORNINü JOURNAL

openly expressed hostility of owners of
trotting horses taking part in tin
events at tin Saratoga county fair to- ward Governor Charles K. Hin;lns
held up the racing program at the fall
grounds lu re. Governor Hughes was
a visitor at the fair today and ad- drugged a big gathering, which gave
him a hearty greeting and an Btti tivo hearing. The governor's presence
on the grounds, however, was resented
b the hQrse owners who have taker,
exceptions in the governor's efforts to
suppress betuna, on the race tracki a
the BTUte. As a consequence they re
fused tn start their horses while the
executive was on the grounds.
The "strike" of the horse ovvne:
created an unprecedented
situation
ami caused the management of tin
fair marked embarrassment,
when
the Conditions became known a sen
tion was created among th' thousands
of apetjitoi, oil the ground); and eym
shlera hli;,firuSHtlri' whs' nit noon the
trotting men to change tie Ir uttitud,
and run off the laces as schedule I. In
this the fair officials took the lead
urging their case strongly' upon
recalcitrant owners and pointing
the awkwardness of the situation
closed py the SOlR In the program
tiow, v, r
Tlodr ..Moris vvov,. t'l'n'll.-vthe owners remaining obdurate and

j

I

Secretary.

The last stage of the national team
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
match was shot on the 1,000 yard
range On this target the cavalry team
PHYSICIANS AND BURGEONS.
scored the highest, .104, but the team s
aggregate gave them third pluce in the H. L. HU9T
fhUl standing.
Physician and Sr?on
The twelve leaders In the national Looms 6 and 8, N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
team match are as follows:
United States infantry, 3,224; United DKS. SHADRACH & TULL
States navy. ",210; Cnitcd States cavPractice Limiten
alry, 3, ISO: United States marine corps
Eye, Ear, Nose aiid Throat
Massachu:i.H7; Wisconsin. 3.071;
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe Coat
Lines. Offlcr State National Bank
setts. 3.0D; Naval academy, 3.0.".V,
Building. Hours: 9 to 12 a. m.; i:30
Pennsylvania :t.038: District of Coto 5 p. m.
lumbia. 3,032: Washington, S.OOo; Illinois.

2.SÜK;

Iowa,

2.9'.i2.

The ten leaders in the national Inhomeopaths.
dividual matches tonight were:
navy.
Shuw,
infantry, DBS. BBONSON & BItONSON
130:
Dortch.
Homeopathic
Feeht. cavalry,
till White, navy. 116: corps.
Physicians nnd Surgeons.
115:
116: C.reene, marine
Wisconsin. 115; Oreen, Infan- Over Vann's Drug Store. Phones:
C2S; residence, 1059. Albuquertry. 114: Cundell, Massachusetts, 114:
que, N M.
Smith. Naval academy, 114: Wallace.
Infantry, 112.

ee

DEN TIKI'S.

V
Jig totIllUUMfd
gay
futciurf.
,

Dil. J. E. KB AFT
MEN AND WOMEN.
Dental Surgeon
Cm tig CI for nnniiural
Roc mi
Harnett building. Pinina
due In 'M.lnfUuimailoni,
IrritnioDi or ulcr 11I001
744 Appointments made by mail.
of ni rum tuemtiraiiM.
Paime,

i.d not
or poltoDoai.

KSlrHEtWISCHtMICAlCO,
noimuHiTi n aalÉBI

YiA

aatrta-tn-

t

SI 00.

r

I

ELLE It
Dentist.
BaOttl 14 N. T. Aimijo BldR.
Phones 869 and 1021. Albuquerque,

CI I AS. A.

old by DrnevliU,

or Hilt in pUm wraipcr,
br zpiMi, prpK''i, foi
bot .li. 12.75.

Clrculu loot on minait

.

n-

WM. M. BERGER,

New Mexico.

Engagements Made by Mall.

i

In the Cías- rifled Columns of the Morning
Journal will probably rent
lióse vacant rooms wit Inn the
hours.
next twenty-fou- r

An advertisement

e

e
o

e

B

C.

KELSEY

Dentist
Whiting Dldg., over Vnnna
Oflhe:
Drug Store. Alhuquerutie, N. M.
r: jes

Albu-nierou-

1

i

ASSAYEHS.

PROFESSIONAL

j

ATTORNEYS.

.

i

x

'

Wilson

CARDS

W. J F.NK8
Assayer.
Mining; and Metallurgical F.nglneer.
609 West Fruit n venue. Poatofflte cm
173, or at office of F. H. Keft.

1 South Third street.
ría. ,av: u
Attorney at Law
CIVIL ENV3INEEHS.
Collec tions Made. New State National
Bunk Bldgi Albuquerque, N. M.
BOSS
PITT
CountSurveyor
ft. W. D. RUTAN
Attorney before V. A. Ijind Depart,
Attorney at Law
ment. Ijind Scrip for sale, tv II
engineering. Gold avenue, oppoita
Office In First National Hank building
Morning Journal office.
Albuquerque, N. M.

JOHN

W.

1

1

gJvyr-Tgt.-

l

-

'

RHssBIHklBB&sM

cradorfcr and tlcckinger.
AMERICAN
At St. PaÜlt

J

association.

This Mark Stands for

New Veils and
Veiling

St. Paul L Mlnneai

oils

At Indianapolis: Indianapolis 2; Ci
lumbus
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee S; Kai
sas City A (Jen Innliigst.

Bin

AN ENTIRE NEW

LINE OF VEILS
AND VEILING

THE

ALBUQL'ERQUE'S

JUST

S

. I

Mdsc.

or Integrity.

JPtCfh hiHi M

K

QQOm, MILLINECY

PmliK

'

KT

EXCLUSIVE DRY COQOS hOUSE,

AND WOMiCN'S

RKAJ9T-TO-WBA-

OKDEKS FILLED PKOMPTCT.

O AHMENTK
MAIL OHDF.lt N FAILED
K

EXCLVMIVIOLt.

rjtOMFTLT.

lilts Mark

Neckwear
Scores of new effecls In
women's neckwear lime
been added to our stock
t
within Ihe paM week.
Is well worth a
lslt (o
this seel ion. merely f) ggj
the display.

hiaiKi

O
Mde.

of

latee

ON FAST TEAM
I
I

Likely Bunch of Talent to Be

Imported to Participate
Territorial Fair Tournament,

9

In IIS

It begins to look at last as If Albuquerque were going to have a real llrst
cImss ball team.
Yesterday afternoon
Bert Crahnt, bantam of the Browns,
and Fred. Hale, center fielder on the
team, started on a round of the business houses with a subscription list
und were very suceasful In receiving
subscriptions for the support of first
class team. The money will be expended In securing the servic es of pro.
playfesslonul und
ers, who will occupy pgeltlous on the
Browns' team during (lie tournament.
If enough money is raised, some of the
best baseball talent In the country wi
he brought here to play on the Albuquerque team and the Browns will
have a good chance to win the llrst
prize of one thousand dollars offered
to the winner of the tournament. Oal- Sano and Corhan will lie drafted from
rueolOl Jimmy Durham, ot the Kansas City IIIuch, will likely be on the
pitching staff and a half doten men
from the Trinidad team will drift this
way within
couple oi' Weeks ami
occupy
positions on tie'
varloun
Brown
list,
In addition to the Mulmrlption
the Browns are arranging for a grand
tail to be given In Elks' ball room,
September 7th. This affair promises
to be the reaLthlng in the society line
and a laraV number ure expected to
attend.
Sunday afternoon ut Traction park
the frowns and the Grays will play
the tlrsl of the serle of three games
to decide which team shall represent
the city at the full tournament. Both
teams are practicing everv evening,
and the game sin, old pe without doubt
the best of the season For ,111c llrst
lime In two months, every man who
w ill appear In the Browns' lineup Sunday, was out practicing at the. park

GREAT

MEDLEY

-

SALE

-

The series of daily sales during the present month have proven to be a great success, and for the coming week THE ECONOMIST affords a double attraction. Clearance of Summer Goods and opening of new arrivals. The last week of our daily
sales will see still greater cuts in all lines of summer goods, and all merchandise offered on soecial sale for any day during
the month of August shall go at the sale price or less during the coming week. There still remains a good assortment to
choose from, and affords the shrewd buyer an opportunity for PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.

Everywhere throughout the store new things for autumn are crowding to the front, and we
safely promise that from this time forward there will be pleasant daily surprises to greet visitors, and all are welcome to enjoy the fascinating unfolding. FEEL AT HOME at any and at

11

all times

at THEfEC0N0MIST.

SUITS and DRESSES.

Autumn MILLINERY Showing.

Autumn styles In Tai;r-ffad- e
are arriving
and tin---- ,dully and each new arrival provokes
an old ,1 compilan 11I for tile last)
display. The ' r latest and new'st
offerings In Salts ami Dresses, from
llie dlsllnet Dlrei lolre iiMSlels lo the
inore niodlBed StyhH are to he loimd
Bvrrf style t"
at The BramMMwl,
suit the taatr ami ptUi

In arruiiKlug our display of new model in satin, f ell, silk ami Velvet combination suitable for Immediate ami
later wear, we Imve dour, so with ii,,
gft'atral of stud) and care. Included
are Hill of met" Uta size with Ihe
Tyrolean Croon und high rolhti side
lor street wear, ami Ihe urge inislels
Something new every day
for (ire-- .
in lid department as the season

EXTRA SPECIAL

EXTRA SPECIAL

The new

,s
1

11

Suit-- ,

Lama m

mm m i

mm
I

BiijMji'-

-

awn Suits ami Prnas
ami huiiUsouKl)
made
InMied. in all color, ami In .ihe styles
Thenprevailing for the season's
,0 .u,,i sih.óu.
sjetnrats ,1,1 tor
Th1- - affords an
client opiorliinh)
to buy an exelleiil costume lit Ihw
Uinn luaiiufactureis' cost.

llsrn ami

haiiil-ouiei-

l

Silk PVtUrUHta h a lMwllderlng array
of colors ami styles, heavy quality of
Tuffna Silk. Mllh Hounee or
hit
pleated Hare. In, In, I' In lliln
I'
are black, nines, reds, cheeks,

y

wi-ar-

c,

,

.

TUB KtOMOMISI

m

i

pliild. sirlpes, and Persian design",
ma of them being well worth 113.50
to

g 15.00.

Final Clearance $3.19 & $3.98

SPECIAL
(Uiek

Ending Augiml

2,

I90H.)

$6.58

lor

ONE OF TITO MANY NEW ANHIVAg.

H

THE ALBUQUERQUE

4

ihhh
. A. Skinner

in

mii

Trunin ATinnrn

tion, in adopting a resolution inimical
to the Kio Orunde project or
in which the people of the MeU
silla valley, in common with those of
the Kl Paso valley, are vitally interested, the following Utter from H.
H. Holt, president
of the Elephant
X
RESOLUTION ON
Hutte Water Users' association of
is of timely interest:
Las Cruces. N. M Aug. 22, 1908.
Hon. Felix Martinez, El Paso.
Dear Mr. Martinez: Your letter of
GRANDE
the tOtll Instant came to hand this
morning and I hasten to reply for the
purpose of assuring you, and through
you the people of El Paso who are inCongressman Stephens Well terested in the Hlo Grande project,
I um certain that the resolution
Known to New Mexicans and that
or plunk in the republican platform
H, B, Holt of Las Cruces in which you quoted did not nor does it
MV any
maiipcr directly or indirectly
VOlfe the .sentiments of any citizen of
Strong Comment on Plank,
the Mi silla valley.

MAN!)

i

THIS IS THE WEEK
to order

1

FOR

Canning

The plank in the resolutions adopted
i,
tin recen! New Mexico republican
convention In Santa Fe huH brought
in
forth consldcrahls Comment
El
1'uko decidedly unfavorald,
to
whli h had to 'do with the t ight
of New Mexico to use tin- water which
Bows down the Rio Grande for Irriga- tln puf puSSS. This plank was as fol-

PRICES ARE THE
LOWEST AND THE

OUR

FRUIT THE
BEST.

lows:
"Ami,

J. A. Skinner
GROCERIES

!
it farther resolved, thai
favor the preservation of the Wat
an Bowing In the streams of New
Mexico for the use an henefii at all
of our own people ami ire apposed to
giving away any portion of them to
ot' a foreign eoiintry or of
the
a neighboring state."
The result has boon to call forth
from Kl I'aso a vary distinct wall of
protest: the plank evidently having
been construed there as meaning some
kind of opposition to the Elephant
Butte or Bugle Irrigation project, Former Congressman Stephens, of the F,l
I'aso, Texas, district, whose r.ame
very familiar to New Mexicana as the
author of the well remembered
Itill." lias Issued a statement In
which he attack! the "peanut" polltl-- .
lana of New Mexico, while the Kl
Paeo Herald also prints a statement
from II. it Holt, of Las Cruces. The
artlele quoted from Stephens by the
Kl I'aso Herald and a letter from Holt
printed in the same newspaper arc as
fotlowi:
("Villi! rssillSII John H. Stephens,
congressman from this district
and still a friend of Kl Paso and this
section. join Congressman smith in
urging the Texans In stand to their
Runa and pull for the reclamation
state, especially the
worn In this
Rngte dam
in a communication to
!h. Hallas N'. ws he says:
In yesterday's issue of your paper
M.ii very properly and wisely direct
the attention of Texans to a movement
to secure the passage of a resolution
(through the n. xt Irrigation congress,
to he held at Albuquerque, beginning
Sept. 29) requesting congress to nullify the Irrigation law known as the
reclamation act. In so far as H applh s
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you have not tried

Oar Delicious
Ice Cream
you should order a
sample at once.
OUT OF TOWN ORDERS
PROMPTLY FILLED.

The Matthew Dairy

for-mi- T

610 North 3rd Street.
Office Plume IM, Kann
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Cracker S

to Texas.

There is a small enteric of discredited peanut politicians living in
GOV.
Trinco,
headed hv
who have for years been striving to
secure the passage of an act of congress thai would enable New Mexico
ipiuoprlat" all of the water of the
lUo Grande river, for Irrigating Mew
Mexico lands only, leaving no water
Flowing down the riv. r to he used in
Texas ami Old Mexico, i represented
Kl Pgso County in congress six years
and advocated an equitable division of
the water of this river according to
the amount of water, therefore ap,

Just
Received

FULL LINE

National
Cracker
Company's
Products

propriation for Irrigation purposes by
the citizens of New Mexico. Texas and
old M,if,. according to tin- doctrine
,,f prior appropriation
and riparian
rights aa laid down in numerous court
decisions,
Cong feas, afi.r the passage of the
reclamation act, adopted my views on
this question, while representing Kl
I'aso in congress, xcept that my hit,
provided for the building of an International dam at Kl I'aso and the hill
a similar conKnotty passed provid.-idition for th" building of the dam at
Bngli in New Mexico, and it provided
for the equitable distribution of the
river water under t'nll.-- States gn
i line Ml control.
Th, government is now building this
dam al Englc, and Texas and Mexico
win K t an equitable division of the
water Impounded hy it for Irrigation

T.N. Linville
.iiii.il

U

Mis

Iliiiiie

i

2.tH

City Scavenger

parpónos.

those New
Now I apprehend that
Mexico plotters are at work to secure
the passage of a resolution modifying
the law providing for the Kngle dam
so that N. w Mexico will get all or nt
least the lion's share of the waters of
the Rio Grande, it would be silly for
them to try to get a resolution through

Company
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Clwin your lot, cess-pom4
closet, one call per week, 45c
p. r month; two calls per week,
7&e pot month.

PHONE 540
Room 4 Grant Bltlg.

Maloy's
IS THE TIME
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A. J.

Maloy

514 West Central Ave.
Phone 72.

the Irrigation congress to repeal the
law extending the l n. tlts of the reclamation act to Texas, for the reason
that at lis annual meeting held In
Portland, ore, In IMS, I Offered ami
this congress adopted a resolution
congress to place T xas lindar the reclamation a, t
President Roosevelt's attention was
call, d to this resolution and the necessity for its becoming a law. so thai
the arid land of Texas might he Irrigated, ami its justice so impressed Mm
n
that In his annual message t"
gr mm (hat year In- recommend, d thut
the Irrigation laws he extended so as
congress
to Include Texans. and
promptly passed the hill If the Minnaintrue that th. Albuquerque session
of Ho- congress will attempt to repeal
Its former action at Portland and If II
ihoilld pasa such an unlUKl SJtd un
wise resolution, it would stnitlfj iis,-hy so doing, for the ri' mini that its
first action at Portland, endorsing my
resolution, was apt ov, I" the piesl-dea- l
iind Ihe act pajand hy congroas,
q the whole matter is now res adjndl-.ata- .
and roñan ss will never, I am
satisfied, revoke an Ju:U and wlsr nn
action. Hut as "eternal vigilance Is
(hS price of lil, rty," so is rontiint
watchfulness the duty of a public servant.
I have bom n member and a vie
rongr, I
president of the Irrigation
and have horn.- an humldc part In all
of Its proceedings and should attend
,.
I
meeting.
hcovc
the A!l
this warning and these statements will
put Texans on their guard, so they
mv govern themselves accordingly
and is- present, to again battle for
their rights.
Respectfully,
JOHN If STEPHENS
Msuifeer Congruas, Eleventh District
-

NOW
TO POT VP Vol i;
ASI .H I I

JOHN D. FRIEND OF
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of Texas.
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by Mr. Moll.

In view of the discussion which has
been aroused by the action of the New
Mexico republican territorial conven

As you trniy know,

1

was not

a

dele-

gate to the 'convention, and 1 was not
aware that' the objectionable plank
was in the platform until the resolutions were read on the floor of the
convention just prior to an adjournment, at Which time I had no Oppor
tunity to get In touch with any of our
delegates who might have objected to
sa me.

It seems from all I can gather thai
some persons in the northern part of
the territory who are Interested in
other Irrigation projects were respnn-sihl- e
for the plank, and that .same was

injected into the resolutions without
its purport being realized or appreciated ny insmbers of our delegation,
all of whom greatly regret the occurrence.
Kvery citizen of the Mesilla valley
greatly appreciates the good feeling
which has
and hearty
heretofore and up to this time existed between the citizens of the Kl
I'aso valley and ourselves, and WS all
earnestly hop.- that the objectionable
resolution will in no manner or in any
extent Interfere with the continuance
of the harmonious
relations which
have heretofore existed. We arc all
of one mind and of one accord With
reference to th.- Rio Grande project
anil shall continue so to be.
This letter is written by authority
and with the approval of our executive committee and you are at liberty
to make such use of same as you may
deem proper.

1908.
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HELP WANTED

Sends Cordial
Greeting to Press Humorists
in Session in Denver,

Mr, Rockefeller

I
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Denver,

Aug.
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FOR RENT

Personal Property Loan

Money to Loan

ht

Rooms.

FOB BENT A nice room with mod
ern conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
tf
Silver, or phone 1136.
FOB BENT Room at 422 Norm SIP
No sick.
rooms at
FOR RENT Furnished
tf
115 West H lining avenue.
TWO FINE ROOMS ror rent; modern. 608 W- Silver, Phone 1136.
FOR BENT Two nice large rooms
for light housekeeping. 221 South
tf
Edith street. Phone 1539.
FOB BENT Two nice large rooms,
furnished for light housekeeping,
with gas range and electric lights;
connected with bath. 605 W. Lead

WANTED Two ladles' or one gentleman's or lady's ticket to Los An- ON FURNITURE, PIAN08, ORGANS,
J.
geles on or before twenty-ninta24 Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
A. B., care Journal.
also on Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, aa low as $10.00 and as high as
-DHELP WANTE- Female.
$150.00. Loans are quickly made and
WANTED A. kitchen gin at 222 strictly nrlvate. Time: One month to
tone Tear artven. Goods to remain In
West Silver.
your possession. Our rates are reaWANTED An experienced cook
sonable. Call and see us before bor1023 West Cantral.
Steamship tickets to sad
rowing.
WANTED Olrl for general house- from all parts of the world.
HOU8EHOLD LOAN COMPANT
",
work. Apply Mrs. J. F. Fleischer, THE Rooms
a27
ave.
6 and 4, Grant Bidg.
tf
.'il9 West Tijeras.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Modern furnished rooms
BENT
FOB
OPEN EVENINGS
WANTED A girl for general house-wos20
at 724 South Second street.
Apply to Mrs. Rodey, 802 30$ K West Central Avsnuc
rurnlshcd
ljarge
modern
BENT
FOB
Kent Ave.
rooms. No invalids. 668 W. Lead.
FOR BENT Two or three rooms for
STORAGE.
housekeeping, all conveniences, no
WANTED Ptanos, household goods,
or children desired. Apply
invalids
at
safely
packed
etc., s'.ored and
WANTED Experienced stenograpner
The 702 East Central ave.
640.
and bookkeeper deulres position; reasonable rates. Phone
Improvement
room
ten years general office work; famil- Security Warehouse 8k and 4, Grant FOR RENT Nicely furnished
Cu.
Offices, Rooms
for one or two gentlemen in private
credIncluding
branches
iar with all
Rloek, Third itreet and Central Ave. family. 415
North Slxth
its; best of references. Write or wire.
Want position by September 1st or
FOR BENT Four furnished rooms
looner. J. D. Corley, care Western
for light housekeeping, with cellar.
City,
Newspaper Union,
Oklahoma
304 W. Cronwell.
$18 per month.
si
Oklahoma.
TRY
FOR REN- T- Nicely furnished rooms
LADY WISHES TO TEACH In a prirent reasonable. 207V4 West Gold.
TO MAKE IT
vate family. English, music, drawrooms for
Ft 1 RENT Furnished
ing, painting, elocution, etc. Salary
housekeeping. 524 West Central
reasonable. No objection to a ranch.
CASH
ave. inquire at rear.
tf
Excellent refer nccs on request AdFOR RENT One furnished room.
dress Miss Grace LeMin, Tullarosa,
ON
810 South Walter.
h.

vention of American Press Humorists today elected J. Edmund Vance
Cooke of Cleveland, secretary-treasure- r
Frank J.
and
of Los Angeles, president.
The matter of the next meeting
place UrSS left to the executive committee and instructions given the secretary to Investigate the possibilities
of Panama.
Cedar Point, Ohio, Atlantic City
island, and Iike
and
menKrle, were most prominently
tioned for the next meeting place.
The following letter from John D.
Rockefeller was read:
With the pleasant
'Gentlemen:
memories of an official call by the
American Pres. humorista, I send you
my best wishes for a successful convention. The echoes at Forest Hill,
still laugh now and then, over quips
sprinkled through our quiet atmosphere by your niemhcrs. My own
success in appropriating those jokes
of yours and in passing them off as
my own has made nfc- feel that I am
almost entitled to a union card in
your order. May you always be able
to collect for your witticisms on the
union scale..
'Speaking seriously, as one should
to professional humorists, the rest
of the world owes you real gratitude
and the last of good wishes, gentlemen. You are the true specialists in
dyspepsia. Charity is born of a good
hearty, honest laugh.
It spreads a
1
kindlier feeling among mankind.
wish you, collectively and individually
all success. I am sorry that I cannot
attend your sessions. I hops to receive you again some day at my
home.
Sca-hrig-

Male

High grane men to fill
WANTED
flee, mercantile and technical posi
tions in the southwest. Southweatern
Ituslncas Association, 201 E. Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone

-

k.

í

1

tf

N. M.

WANTED Hy young married lady,
THESE SMALL
position an housemaid In small CathFOR SALE Real Estate.
olic family.
Have no objection to
ADS.
SALE Two cottages, corner of
FOR
one or two children. S. E. G., care of
Third and Mountain Road. $2,000.
v
Journal.
tf
FOR SALE A snap for quick sale.
LAAAAAAJ
tgllltfc" ay XT ,y
y
WANTED Position as store manager, "SLA
$1500.00 will, buy a 5 room and
bookkeeper or salesman. Much exbath modern frame cottnge close In.
perience and best of references. AdAbout $750.00 will handle this. AdMiscellaneous.
FOR SALE
a27
dress A., care Journal.
dress Owner, P. O. Box 153.
tf
H. B. HOLT,
WANTED Situation as cook or wait- KOK SALE All kinds of Tiouse hold
28acres"of
good
"Fraternally Yours,
FtDRSALEi
land,
President.
furniture. Futrelle Furniture Co..
er in public or private place. Ad- west
"JOHN 1). ROCKEFELLER
tf near main ditch, 4 miles north of city;
end of viadu Ot.
'The American trass Humorist, Den- dress "Japanese," care Journal.
FOR SALE Household goods of must be sold quickly. A. Fleischer,
WANTED Position by young man;
South Second street.
every description at 200 S. Broad- 212
MYSTERY SHROUDS ver ,Colo."
Willing to work for board and room, way.
FOR SALE 720 acres of land
Intelligent and willing to work. For FOB SALIC First class pony and
VAST AREA OF PUBLIC
Pecos River forest reserve;
references and further information,
buggy cheap. 5 3 West Silver.
suiUiblpjfor cal$lc ranch; trout stream;
DOMAIN UNDISPOSED OF call at Learnsrd
and Lindemann's
FOR SAL! Dining table, pedestal part under cultivation;' cheap If taken
Music store, West Qold avenue.
style, nearly new. Reason for sell- before October 1st; Address P. O.
Aug.
26.
Washington, n. '.,
The
ing, don't need it. Call 519 West Cen- Box No. 218.
WANTED.
general land ollicc lias compiled its
WOULD YOU GIVE $100 TODAY
annual statement showing the area ot WANTED To buy men's second- tral, second floor.
pony;
FOR $1,000 A YEAR FROM NOW?
SALE Fine saddle
the public domam remaining undishand clothes of all kinds in good P ) R
Aged British General Principal posed of on July 1, l'.tON. From the shape. Highest prices paid In cash.
cheap, Highland Livery, 112 John If we permitted you to pay a Ijttle
down and a little monthly, would you
statement ii appears that the govern- Send postal. We will eafi. H. Frank, St.
Witness at Inquest Over ment still has an ana of 764,9(4,196 121 North Third street, phone 882.
FOR SALE A brand new protecto-grup- h do it, In one of the best guaranteed
with
of surveyed and unsurveyed pub- WANTED A young physician
of the kind recently repre real estate 8 ner cent dividend Invest
Wife's Remains; Police Are acres
lic lands, including 14,777,608 acres in
family, desires to locate in New sented here In the city. Taken from ments? Only a few hundred dollars
the agent In exchange for services, n. (ed to give you a comfortable In
New Mexico artd 42,769,868 aerea in Mexico.
Have had two years hospiBaffled by Crime,
Arizona.
tal and private practice. Would con- with the intention of selling it. Will come. Best of bank reference. WRITE
bs sold much under price. Call at
sider an investment in farm land of hhe
TODAY:
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Journal office.
(Bj Morning Journal Special I 0USSS Wire
pop
about live thousand dollars near
REALTY ASSOCIATES. Wells Fargo
heavy
A
SALE
force
FOR
Gould
inSevan Oaks, Eng., Aug. 2fi. The
offering a good
Bidg., Portland, Oregon.
LEGAL NOTICES.
ulated Community,
pump, with cylinder , handle and
ipening for a doctor. Add nets at
quest over tin- remains of Major !en-- .
Foil SALIO If you have $1,250 to
power.
very
Used
pulleys
little.
for
mee. Dr. j. w. Beardsley, 207 East
NOTICIO.
Invest in a tine candy business in a
ral I, u ai d's wife, who was assassinatA Visalia,
California, Steel fork
New York street, Indianapolis, Ind.
ed near here Monday ot this week,
bridle, Ciood as new. town of 8,000. see the owner at the
and
saddle
slock
Road Tux Now Due.
WANTED- dentist or doctor to P. O. Box 173, or 09 West Fruit Highland House from 1, to 2 p. m.
has been opened hut the evidence thus
The law requires every able bodied
a suite of three offices cen- av. line, city.
302.
ttOOm
share
far has not helped to unravel the man, between the ages of twenty-on- e
ss
trally located.
Ciegan try furnished. F( !
FOR SALE A live room frame
SA JTc7hcad of first-clamystery suggesting muraer. The old and sixty years, to annually pay a Kent
Apply
reasonable.
General
house with hath; lot 5(1x142. $1.600.
Missouri and Kentucky mules. Can
Morning Journal.
II
general, who presented a path, tic
road tax of three dollars or, In lieu Practitioner.
A three room frame, 50x142, $950. A
public
on
lah.,r
broke down as he related the of such sum, to
the
WANTED- New Mexico land In tracts be seen for the next leu days at Hundiscovery of his wife's body, He said rond three days. Sec. .1, Cahpter 53,
of inn pi 66,600 aeres, state county ters Wagon Yard, 200 N. Broadway. five room brick with bath, lot 50x112.
$2,700.
Wise & Son 201 E. Central
urse of their last walk Acts of the 37th Legislative Assembly. and price per acre. Address N. H
that in th
FOÍ5 SALK--l.(iOHis. choice pears
together they met nobody ami thai his
The supervisor of Road District No. ire Morning Journal, Albuquerque, 'and plums, wholesale price. Not Ave.
fcf.
3, comprising Precincts
Nos. 12 anil
wife had no enemies,
A. It. Rpblnson, Old FOR SALE
le.s.s than 25 lhs.
Fine lot on the north-wein r, piy to questions suggesting that 26, which precincts include the City rVAN'l'KD From owner, Inside busi- Albuquerque.
corner Arno and Silver: also
West of Fair Grounds.
ness property in improved or unim- Phone 1168,
murder might have hen the act of of Albuquerque, accepts the office
u28 other loti In Highlands. Mrs. B. B.
an escaped lunatic he said nobody In without compensation and Is devoting proved, corner preferred.
State full FOR SALIO Hox camera cheap. Ad- Rodey, S02 Kent Ave.
Connection
with the family "as In- time and energy to the discharge of particulars In first
letter,
Address
dress M. 0., Hox 664, Albuquerqne.
sane
The physicians who held the he duties or the office to the end "Property,1 care journal,
SALE Span of large mules. f
FOR
past mortem examination agreed that that proper use be made of the road
F0R RENT Dwellings.
U'AN'I'liH Itooni ami hoard Til
II. Kent, II- - South Third street.
the wounds could not have been self fund snd that wo have good roads.
family.
young
American
FOB
man
R EÑT Newthreeroom
cotIn
Foli SALE Aerinoior windmill
Th, Inquest was than ad- The character of roads to be built
Inflicted.
tage, furnished for housekeeping.
permanently employed, desires room
good order. Address P. O. Hox 1S8.
journed for a fortnight.
and the line of work arc determined and hoard ill private family, refertf
Foil SALE Furniture of a live 1022 South Walter street.
Scotland Yard has been called In hy the flood Heads Association.
ences, address ES, II. Hox :I7S City.
J' or
2.
3, 4 and
room house, 866 East Gold.
to assist in running down the murrknt
Mr. S. M. Porterfleld is authorized
houses, furnished or unfurnished.
derer hut the police are apparently to rerelvo payment of the rond tax
FOR sale Bart lei t Pears, German W. V Fill relie,
r,00 S, Seecond.
tf
Without a clue.
FOUND
apBfadshaW
Plums,
and
Prune
public
of
the
and for the convenience
FOR RENT Five and seven room
ples
apples.
Mathew
The
and
or
Crah
will make calls when he can do so
FOI'ND A bicycle.
Owner call get
cottages,
modern
In.
close
Pan',
payment can be made at Porterfleld
AGED JUDGE LOST IN
the same hy applying to F. C. Long, Farm. Phone ;X4.
Teutsch, ;i and 4, Grand Building, tf
anil Co., 21fl West Cold SVenUO. The agent at the Pacific Mutual Life In
FOR RENT 4 room furnished cot
COLORADO MOUNTAINS law will he strictly enforced.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
surance office, Armijo building.
tage, Leckhnrt ranch and 2 rooms
W. II. GIL.LENWAT Kit,
FOUND Jersey heifer.
H05 W. FOR SALE
OB TBADE A good furnished for light housekeeping, 406
Supervisor.
sties Park, Oblo,, Aug. 26. After
Roma,
sound saddle pony, H. R. Litton, West Lead
r call or address Leekhart ranch.
wondering hopeless and dazed in the
Morning
Journal.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
RENT One 5 room cottage all
mountains Without food and shelter
For
M iscellaneous.
WAínITED
hours, Roderick
for nearly forty-eigmodern ,hot water heat, gas in
IT. S.
Interior,
of
Department
the
K. Mile Rom baser, I St. Louis Jurist
nice cellar.
WANTED -- Pipes to repair, Jos Rtoh WANTED;Inqplro A. W.
Office at Santa Fo, N. M.,
town for tin- Anson, 823 N. 4th.
and author, staggered into the Drake Land
tf wCTNfTiTií
aids' Cigar Store.
August 4th. 1908.
hotel al 10:30 today.
best Health and Accident Insurance
Notice Is hereby given that FederFor two oightS and days the judge ico Otero, 'of Ilernallllo county, who,
company operating in this territory.
LOST
FOR RENT
seeking
tin trail on Dec. 17th, 1906, mado Homestead
had been aimlessly
Storerooms
Good commission, references required.
Central P. O. Box 274, Boswell,
and he was half dead from cxposurn Application, Nn. 10406 (0609) for lot LOST Yesterday between
M.
s20
N.
RENT- - Store room, 212 South
For
Secshops,
Fe
and
and
Range
11
N
the
Santa
and reaily for the car. of physicians 12, Soction 20, Township
Second.
Apply on premises.
6 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noond street, a lady's open face gold
when he found sle lter.
ComFinal
tice of Intention to make
watch. PindOr return to 211 West
With careful nursing Judge
WANTED
Boarders.
years old. mutation Proof, to establish claim to MarqueHc, and receive reward.
POOL & BILLIARD TABLES
who Is seventy-fou- r
the land above described, before U.
HOABDEBS
WANTED
Bates rea
Is expected soon to recover.
LOST
evening on West SilFOR
S. Court Commissioner, at AlbuquerSALE Anti-trupool and bilsonable, nice rooms, excellent
Afraid to lie down for rest lest h" que. N. M., on the 17th day of Sepver avenue, a gold bracelet, nomliard
tables, supplies and bar fixno
people.
Coal.
sick
616
West
Judge
Ron tember, 1908.
would freeze to death.
ogram M. D, Finder return to 214
tures. Sold on easy payments. Catabaaer had kept constantly going sines
SANITOBIHM. Rosedale Place, locat logues
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan West Silver, and receive reward.
free. Charles Passow & Sons
in- separated
ed on bocathart ranch, near Indian
from tin- members of the Otero, of AlbuquerCjUO, N. M.; Celso
s20
school. Under management of grad P. 0. Box 1084, Dallas, Texas.
party With which he started from Hal fiareis, of Albuquerque, N. M.i Juan
TO LOAN.
uate nurses. Kates reasonable. Miss
N. M.;
let Glacier and which he left to mak-ll- Qutlorres, of Albuquerque,
aacenl Ot Rages peak, Monday at Manuel Rae, of Albuquerque. N. M. To LOAN $1.500 at S per cent; es Moorman and Bartlett, phone 1176.
FOR RENT
Miscellaneous
MANUEL R. OTERO,
noon.
The judge Is bsllSVed to have
first class real estate security. No WANTED Hoarders. Good hoard and
Register.
FOR
RENT
For
Very
purposes, In the
or
more.
room.
thirty
hall
113
miles
reasonable.
North
wandered
commission. Address B 12 Ibis paper.
new Ful relic building, West
End
Sixth street.
s3
V'adiiet, rooms 50 and 58.
Territory or New Mexico, County of
Rotting Mills to Resume
Bernalillo, In the probate court.
Granite Ctty, Ml., Aug. 26.- - The roilIn re , slate of Francisco Armljo y Simpier-Clar- k
PERSONAL
ing mills of the National Knnmallng otero and estate of Margarita Mon-toy- a
in Real
and Stamping company which have
DR. NACAMULI will be back at his
dS Armijo.
been closed Mnce June 66 will be re16,
Europe
office
from
September
To all whom II may concern:
NEXT TO POSTOIiTCE.
$2650 5 room modern, frame cot1908.
opened next Monday and within two
given
Is hereby
that we,
tage, stationary washtubs, sleepweeks the complement of 1,600 hands Jesusa Armljo and Hlglnio Chavez,
A
LADY ABOUT To ORGANISES
SOLE AGENTS
will he employed.
ing porch; North Waltor street.
CLASS in astrology, development of
administrators of the estate of F ranmedlumlsllc attrll.ules and nsvchle $23506 room, modern brick,
ciare Armljo y Otero and adminispower dealfs' to receive applications
large rooms, Fourth ward.
trators de bonis non of the estate of
ROCKEFELLER RAISES
for admission lo class. Mso gives pri$1100 5 room frame, on streot
Margarita Montoya dc Armljo, did on
vate lessons on all kindred subjects.
car Hue; easy terms.
EDUCATORS' SALARIES the 10th day of August, A. I). 190S,
Address Ibis office. Occultism.
$16004 room frame cottage,
file our final account In said estatal
nicely finished, and two room
1) o you know
SODA FOUNTAINS
Chicago. ng 26. The new- salan with the Probate Court of Bernalillo
do
cement finish; 66 ft lot,
Mexico,
county,
the
New
and
that
S. Broadway.
lo diil. s i., members of the I'nlverof any belt,!
AuIgid
day
several
on
did,
of
nargitlns
WE
HAVE
to
Court
offer
the llth
$30006 room brick cottage, modsity of Cnicago faculty were eoniplet- shoe? 110 you
diIn both m w and second-han- d
ern, extra nice; close in.
sodn
ed today. The readjustment was made gust, A. D. 1908, make an order
of any
know
$2:iO0
frame with bath;
fountains for Immediate shipment.
possible i,y John D Rockefeller's re- recting notice thereof to be given by
as
other
shoe
good
outbuildings; lot 76 by
Mongood ?.
cent add Rion of S2,oon.oin to the publication and llxed the first
Take Easy monthly payments. Write or
142;
lawn,
15;
shade trees; 4th
UalVendty'l endowment funds. Heads day, being ihe 7th day of September,
the shoe all phone for our attractive proposition
ward.
bearing
of department!, are raised from $4.000 A. I). 1908. as the day for the
ipart, get rlgM The (aroaraan company, Dallas, Texas. $2R00 New 4 room frame
modern, beautifully finJown Into the
lo t6,oaii; professors, not department of objections to such llnul account
and the let t lenient thereof.
ished, concreto foundation, celE. FOLDS
L.
hsada, $:i,000 to $4.f00; associate
of It; cX'
nake
lar, good outbuildings: .Highlands
First publication, August 13, 1908.
assistant
$S,000;
11,164 to
imlne every
$2190- - New 4 room brick cottage,
JKSI SA ARMIJO
professors, $J,6j66 In 1 1,666 i Instructisction of it Real Estate, Renting, Insurmodern; fourth ward, on car
HIQINIO CHAVEZ
ors, $1,666 to $1,800.
line.
Administrators as aforesaid.
and
ance
Loans.
you
will
What
$2000 5 room frame cottage, bath
Iteginnlug today hacas wOi be fur
windmill, near ahupa and car
And? A shoe
Gold
W.
Ave.
209
line.
i.
built upon honor and sold ut an honI'd by Oaltcy's hack line at sll
MINNEAPOLIS
THE
est price.
hours of the day and night. Prom pi
Phone 600
522 SOI'TH SECOND STREET.
Our new shoes for men ami worn
and satisfactory service. Telophone
.
.
i
..p. o.
business on the en and children open up line.
tí Will
116 or 166,
Window frames, $t.7.Y Albuquerque
first of September by Mr. L. C StewaUAX ESTATK, IMSVKANOB, SDBUBTf
SEE US Wtm SHOES.
l
pan
n newly
Planing Mill.
art. The pla. e lias
BtfNIta. UlANg.
o,
a
few
furnished,
d
nsms
ami
uii
School books and supplies at
swings,
$4.60.
Albuquerque
Porch
us
hoiiMekevplng.
u
Give
for light
J
818 H
Second.
Phone 674.
Journal Want Ads Get Results
Hawleys, on the corner.
Planing Mill.
call. Rates reasonable.
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FINANCE AND
COMMERCE
Wall

St

reel.

New York.
Aug. 26
Disappointment was the portion of those who
thought that today's stock market
would show some further reflection
of the early week's turhulenye.
As
a matter of fact, the day's business
was almost the dullest for some weeks
and nearest the smallest of any full
day this year. Trading the llrst hour
was under 63.f)fi0 shares and in the
following hour less than 33.000 shares
changed hands while throughout tin
afternoon session there were frequent
periods of stagnation. The suspension
of A. O. Brown & To. Is still shroud
ed In considerable mystery but tin
stock exchange officials are earnest in
their promise to sift the batter to th
bottom. Some uneasiness was felt a'
the outset of today's operations bir
reassuring
advices
from offleia'
sources soon impaired a firm tene t
the list. The speculative faction is dis
inclined for a variety of reasons t
make fresh ventures just now and this
attitude i.s Quite certain to be main
tallied until a better understanding iv
recent events has been reached. Ex
treme caution is being manifested t!
investors and It is conceded that n
business need be expected from tha
element for some time to come. Th'
reatar ease of money will be a favor
able factor In straightening out nn
trouble that may have resulted Iron
the recent spectacular market opera
Hons. A point tending to prove th
Inherent strength of underlying enndl
Hons (s found In the (act that whlb
the past fortnight has been one of th.
most memorable In the history of tie
local exchange the average prices o
the twenty
leading railway issue
shows practically no change. The af
ternoon session brought little or n
change but under the lead of South
em Pacific which reached a new hlg!
level at 101 ' the entire list hardenei
and closed strong. Americana hl
tlrm In London, where there was evi
(fence of bear operations from Nov
York account, fables from Berlin re
ported the prospective shipment o
HlfOMOO Australian gold to the Ger
man capital. The dav's gist of genere
to ws wan discouraging for the most
part with blether conflicting reports
as to the state of trade. The Hock
Island Frisco system made its report
for the lisc.il year. Uock Island's gross
earnings fell o IT $l,6.ri4,000 with a decrease In net of $,248,900 due to a
heavy increase in operating expenses
and taxes. St. Louis and San Francisco shows a loss of over II.OOOjMO
In gross and a decrease of $3,1 28, 000
in net.
The Boston and Maine railroad report for the year reflecta especially heavy losses for the third and
last quarters. To add to this unfavorable exhibit the business of the road
shows no improvement for the new
year. No change is noted In local
monetary conditions. The demand Is
lighter than at any time this month.

Closing stoi ks:

Amalgamated Copper
A no r. Car and Foundry
do pfd
American Cotton Oil
Amer. Hide and Leather pfd
American lee Securities
American Linseed
American Locomotive

78
40

12

...

'.U
L'O

29
10
55

105

do pfd
Amer. Smelting and Ketining
do pfd
Amer. Sugar Betinlng
Amer. Tobacco, pfd
American Woolen
Anaconda Mining Co

Atlantic Coast Line
Baltimore and Ohio
do pfd
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
do pfd
Central of New Jersey
Chesapeake and Ohio.
Chicago Great Western
Chicago and North Western
Chicago. Mil. and St. Paul
C. C. C. and St. Louis
Colorado Fuel and Iron
Colorado and Southern
do 1st pfd
do 2nd pfd
Consolidated Gas
Corn Products
Delaware and Hudson
Denver and Rio Grande
do pfd
Distillers' Securities
Erie
do 1st pfd
do 2nd pfd
general Electric
(treat Northern pfd
Gn at Northern Ore Ctfs
Illinois Central

8 J 14

52

175
28

198
41

(

...159
142
54
33
33

62
54

137
18
168
25
61 f 67
35
22
37
27
142
134
66
136

..

Interhoi-ough-Me-

Missouri Pacific
Missouri, Kansas and Texas
do pfd
Valional Lead
New York Central

57
.

York, Ontario and West.
Voifolk and Western
N'orth American
Vorthern Pacilc
Mew

.

31

.

63
84
104
42
73

.

61

142
24
aclflc Mail
Pennsylvania ..
124
People's Gas
53
'Ittsburg C. C. and St. Louis .. 70
34
Pressed Steel Car
Pullman Palace Car.. . . 162 fl 165
'tailwuy Steel Spring
42
tending
124
(public Steel
22
do pfd
77
18
lock Island Co
do pfd
34
't. Louis anil San Fran. 2nd pfd 26
16
It Louis Southwestern
do pfd
39
Host Sheffield steel and Iron . 60

outturn

do pfd
Southern Hail way
do pfd

19
48
37

Tennessee Copper
Texas and Pacific

24 Y,

and Wist.

Dulled States Rubber
do 1st pfd
United Stales Steel
do pfd
I Hah
Copper

....

26
158
85
33
99
45
10S
43
28
107
12
25
73
55

Virginia Carolina Chemical
do pfd
Wabash
do pfd
Westingbouse Electric
Western Union
Wheeling and Lake Erie
9
Wisconsin Central
23
Total sales fo the dny, 285.600
shares.
Bonds were steady today, the only
feature being the sale of a large block
of Union Pacific refunding 4's at a
figure slightly under the Subscription
price. Total sales' of bonds par value
S3.s22.ono.
Government bonds were
unchanged on call.
IND BONDS.
Closing Prices.

106

135

Money
Call Loans

3

2

Time Loans
Bonds
Atchison Adjustable
Atchison 4s

23
47
87
94

U.

S.

.

'

3 (n

4s

80

24
91
5

124
24
92
15

9

108

Mining
Adventure

914

AUouea

3

Amalgamated
Atlantic
Binham
Calumet and Ileela
Centennial
Copper Range

77 4
14
fio

670
3314
77

Daly West

91
12

Franklin
Qranby
Isle Royale
Mass. Mining
Michigan
Mohawk
Montana Coal and Coke
Old Dominion
Osceola

102
23
7

(I
64
25
3914
105 Sj

Parrot

(i

Quincy
Shannon
Tamarack
Trinity
United Copper
United Slates Mining
United States Oil

2

r.i

With Ample Mcaas and Uusuruassed

lOc.

EXCELLENT

1

ED. FOURNELLE

Jobbing Promptly Attended To
Shop Cor. Fourth and Copper.
Flumes

$3 25

$3.50

H

St. Louis Wool.
Aug. 26. Wool

Mongo Board or Trade.
Chicago, Aug. 26. Further delays
to harvest operations offered strong
tone in the local wheat market today.
Corn, oats and provisions were firm as
a result of the strength of the wheat.
Reports Of, additional rain In the
western provinces of Canada, greeted
traders in the wheat pit and brought
out a fairly active demand at the
opening which remitted in initial ad
Of
vanees of
ffi
to
c. The close
was firm nt a trille below the hlgfl
point and at net gains of í1
u
c
com paired with the previous close.
An advance of
c In cash corn
smaller acceptances from the country
and the strength of wheat were the
chief reasons to n firm market for
corn following an easy opening. The
close was steady with prices unchanged to HOUc higher compared with
the previous close.
Oats were strong on buying by cash
bouses which was based only on continued light acceptance from the country. At the Bampie tables cash oats
were
c higher. The market closed
strong. Final quotations showed net
gains of
fot' the day.
Additional sab s of lard to exporters
was chiefly responsible for a strong

Bars, Babbitt W' tal, Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings.
Repairs on Minln- - and Milling Machinery our Specialty.
Foundry East Side of Railroad Track.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should he remembered that Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it if a remedy of

Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known Component

Parts

and has won the valuable patronage of million. of the Well Informed of the
world, who know of their own personal knowledge and from actual use that it is the first
and best of family laxatives, for which no extravagant or unreasonable claims are made.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
and has attained to worldunder the name of Syrup of Figs
wide acceptance as the most excellent family laxative. As its pure
i
.
ii
i
c
yvn 10 piiysiciauj
laxauve principies, ODiaiucu irum .jciuia, arc wen
and the well Informed of the world to be the best we have
ás r
c
.
ámr
cjyiup att Itr:igs mmi
me inoic aauuiuc name 01
auopiea .l
as more fully descriptive of the remedy,
Elixir of Senna
but doubtless it will always be caiied for by the shorter
Syrup of Figs and to get its beneficial
name of
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
name or me Company
ialilornia rig syrup
printed on the front of every package.
Co.
whether you call for
Syrup of rigs
or by the full name Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna.

l

I

SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.,
NEW YORK.N.Y1

Maneuver (limp llroUcn I'p.
iimaha. Aug. 26. General orders
haye been Issued from headquarters
of the department of the Missouri for
the .breaking up of the camp of In
struction at Camp Emmet Crawford,
Wyoming, at midnight, August 31.
The officers will return to Fort Cook
and othep divisions of the camp lo
their respective stations. Such comlt
mands as have not taken the
march will be required to do so on
the return trip. The sick In camp
hospitals will be taken to Fort D. A.
Russell.
lOO-ml-

rato

NEW

LIQUOR CO.

Knkla
arecMora to Mell.l
OloaU
and Barbocbl
WHOLESALE DIALERS IH

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
W

tor

handl

nvorything

llltutrat.il Catalogua
tnu.d to d.altrt only.

MEXICO

In our lino. Writ,

aaS Prtae UsL
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T.l.phnn.

CORNER

FIRST

ST.

AND COPPUt

AV

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS DRS COPP & PETTIT
DENTISTS.
Room 12 IM. T. Armijo Bldg.
Phone 547.
,

AT. X.
114118 West Slhck-

-

PATTERSOJV
A N I)

L I V B H Y

Avenue.

B O A ft 1) I N
Telephone 07.

U

S T A It L E S
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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BRIGGS

& CO

0RUGGISTS
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r ilnlS aaa Flrat
lllshlaad I'baroiiiej, l or. Eaat Caira! aae
Brondivaj,
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BIG

THIRD STK

,

MEAT MARKET

BUSINESS
Former Albuquerque Girl Left
Lamenting in El Paso by
Faithless
Patrick Mahoney RUMOR OF SHUT DOWN IS
Bad Cess to 'im,
ENTIRELY UNFOUNDED
Deserted by her husband, Patrick
Mahonny, who imk with him $ino
of lo r nionry. Mi's Hhoney, formerly Miss Lula. Arlington of Albuquerque, Ih on her wny here from M Pud
to live again With her mother In llil;
city. They were married Junl n month
ago,
Monday morning Mr. Maboney
lift the I'aruRon rooming houHr on
San Francisco street In the Pass City,
where the couple were living, saying
lb'
he was going out to get shaved
is probably still bunting a barber shop,
as no trace of him can be found
nor of the $40(1.
The El Paso Herald sHys of the
episode:
The loss of the money did not teem
to trouble her much and he expressed
her happiness In having enough
money left In a change purse to pay
her car fare home.
She said she had known Maboney
several months, and thai while at Albuquerque he diil no work but Claimed
to be a wholesale liquor dealer and
always had plenty of money. lie told
bis bride, she said, that be liad property In San Francisco, and that when
they left Albuquerque it was with the
Intention of going to that place to
start a Wholesale liquor house, but
they stopped over here and be disappeared.
When they left Albuquerque the
bride had $1"0 of her own money,
she says, while Mahoney, she says, had
il.'.OO. On the train he asked her for
the money, but she says she held onip
It until Mahoney lost his temper. Then
she gave him the $40(1.
Mrs. Mahoney aayti her husband
urged that they go to a hotel to rest
until time for the traih to leave In the
afternoon, but she expressed her preference of remaining In the union depot. After getting a room, they went
across the street to breakfast, and returned to the place shortly after 10
o'clock. She says Mnhoney remarked
tbut while she rested he would g" and
get shaved. She says she remarked
that he did not need It very bad, but
he retorted that he would need h
shave anyway TuosUuy, and turned
and left her. Thut was the last she
saw him.
The day slipped away and as he had
not returned at 5 o'clock yesterday
afternoon she reported the matter to
the police and Detective Bllllc Smith
is now working on the case.

..... sm HUKl

CONSOLIDATED

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

EXPECTING

T.

1ST1

Fh4 mt
s.a

IJvory, I'Wil and Sale Slnblee. First-cla- ss
Turnout at reasonable ralea.
ToteptMMM S.
N. Second St.

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WORKS
Established 1881.
R. P. Ball, Proprietor.
Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, arates,

ALBUQUERQUE,

i

PUTNEY

Groen, flaar.
Aaeat for SUtotMU
Itl ill r kui

1

0 6. 15.

W FE S

Residence 55a.

W. L.Trimble & Co.

4.00.

SKIPS WITH PIS

1045;

8TABUSHKD

fftilmU

5.00

72

Shop,

L. B.

WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY!

;

Up.

Carpenter and Builder

21

0C

ROOM AND

MRS. M. E. NORRIS,
110 East Coal Avenue.

aclínica.

PRESCRIPTIONS?

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Aug. 26. Cattle Receipts 10.000; market steady. Southern steers f3.25fM.25: southern cows
$2.25 (1 3.40; stockers and feeders $2. SO
ÍM.75; bulls $2.40 íi 3.50; calves $3.5(1
'a $.86; western
steers $3.60(d' 5.25;
western cows $2. B0 fir 3.75.
Hogs
Receipts s.nno; weak to Sc
lower.
Bulk of sales $6.20 (tt 6.55
heavy $6.50 (íí 6.65
packers $6.30 fir
6 60; light $6.00f.i 6.50; pigs $3.50W

M.

BOARD.

of Commerce of Albuquerque

The Bank

H

117

A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health

U.S.A.

San Marcial N

The MetaD.
New York. Aug. 26. Copper was Extends to Depositors Kvery Proper Accommodation and Solicits Now Ac
higher in London with spot quoted at counts. Capital', $150,000.00.
Officers and Directors: Solomon Luna, Pres.
60. 7s, 6d and futures at 61, 2s, 6d. ol. ni ; W. 8. Ktrlcklcr.
Ice President and Cashier; W. .1. Johnson, Assist-sn- l
Cnshler;
William
Locally the market was dull and unMcintosh. George Aruot, J. C. Baldrldge, A. M. Black-wel- l,
O. E. Cromwell.
changed with lake quoted at $13 .50$
13.62; electrolytic $13.37 jt 13.50;
casting at $13.12 & 13.25.
Lead was lower at 13, 6s, 3d In
London, Locally the market was easy
at $4.57
i 4.62.
Spelter was unchanged at 19, 2s. 6i
In London.
Locally the market was
dull at $4.65(ff4.70. Bar silver 51 c;
Mexican dollars 45c.
TELEPHONE 7BS
Ill WEST CENT BAL AVENTE.

Firm
medium grades, combing and elothins
I !l tj 20c;
lighj, tine 16ii.l6c; heavy
lint' 1101 2c; tub washed I0fl

j.i

The close

Chicago Live Slock.
14
Chicago, Aug. 26. Cattle Receipts
25
17,000; steady to shade lower. Beeves
45
$3.60 fii 7.70; Texans $3.5005.00; west5 14 erns $5.30ii 5. SO; stockers and feeders
U
l.O04.4t; cows and heifers 11.710
5. SO; calves $5.25ii 7.25.
143
Sheep Receipts 25.000: steady to
N3
shade lower. Westerns $2.6004.10;
26
yearlings f4.lO04.9O; western lantbj
16

fund of personal knowledge is really essential to the achievement of the
highest excellence in any held of human effort.

LONDON. ENGLAND.

provisions.
firm ut net gains of
In

nt
41

A vast

LOUISVILLE, KY.

tone

jgi

,

M. D.,

M. R. StcCRORY.

New Way of Getting New Business

A

ART BULLETIN ADVERTISERS

Sheep Receipts 6,000; steady. Muttons $3.75 Cm 4.25; lambs 14.0001.85;
range wethers S.60fj 1.25; fed ewes

93

Utb

de

$4.00 Per Week and

47
54
122
56
28
45

The Well Informed of the World.

if

NEW SYSTEM
IN ADVERTISING

A

l

220
143

Personal knowledge is the winning factor in the culminating contests of
this competitive age and when of ample character it places its fortunate
possessor in the front ranks of

l

7,000 registered and high-graAngora Bucks. Does and Klda
for aale. Prices reasonable. Will sell
any number to suit the buyer. These
goats sre good heavy shearers and
come
win Dear critical inspection,
and ste them or write what you want

134

128

heValuif?
OF
Personal Knowledgi

!

1

15
141
158

GOATS.

AXGOIÍA

I have

THE ROMERO AD SIGN Co

219
127
133
124

do pfd

St. Louis,

H.VE

S7
94

Steel

Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
North Butt..
Butte Coalition
Nevada
Calumet and Arizona
.101 . Arizona Commercial
Greene Cananea
.119

Pacific

Toledo, St. Louis
Union Pacific
do pfd

Mexican Central 4s
Railroad.
Atchison
do pfd
Boston and Albany
Boston and Maine
Boston Elevated
Fltchburg pfd
Mexican Central
N. Y., N. H. and H
Union Pacific
Miscellaneous
Amer. Arge. Chemlea
do pfd
Amer. Pneu. Tube
Amer. Sugar
do pfd
Amer. Tel. and Tel
Amer. Woolen
do pfd
Dominion Iron and Steel
Edison Electric Ilium
General Electric
Mass. Electric
do pfd
Massachusetts Gas
United Fruit
United Shoe Mach
do pfd

11

33
pfd
10
International Paper
do pfd
55
24
International Pump
17
Iowa Central
24
Kansas City Southern
66
do pfd
109
Louisville and Nashville
Minneapolis and St. Louis ..24fft28
Minn. St. P. and Suult St. M. ..121

do

BOStON STOCKS

.. !6

Atchison
do pfd

e

9i

I

I rish and Salt Meat
Sausage l aclory.
EM til KLEINWORT.
Masonic Bulldlnt, North Third Street

Hinds ol

AU

Btejntn

ARTHUR E. WALKER
Ire Insurant
Secretary MataaJ
lllilldlng Association.
1'holir MIL
W est Cratral Avenue.
217 '
I'

.

PLEASING EATABLES.
Bo many people speak of our perfect
Box Factory Starts Up Today bread thai they often overlook the
other excellent products of our bako-shoAfter Brief Suspension; Lively
In addition to standard, full
weight loaves of fine bread, wc supm:.tiii:h and kimunijs
Business Is Anticipated,
ply nicest dainties lo please your iiAir.M.ss. KA0DLE8, I'Ai.vrs, ETC
guest:! and satisfy you. Cakes to or408 West Central Ave.
"The report that the American Lum- der If you want them, or you can
good ones from our stock.
ber company is to suspend operations
for the present is entirely unfounded."
VENICE OF AMERICA
said deneral
Manager Charles F.
Wade last night,, when asked regardFinest Beach Roaorl In the World
Bathing, hoali.iK, Fishing, Dancing the authenticity of a rumor to the
ing daily, free concerts, etc.
207 BOOTH FIRST STREET.
above effect. Mr. Wade nays Hint
Villas and Knngalows clean, cool
quite the contrary is true and thai lie
md complete, $17.00 to 13b. 00 per
Is at a loss to account for the report.
month.
Apply Villa Offlco. Venice,
"The box factory starts up again
tomorrow nfornlng after a brief sus- BRUTAL
HAZING OF '.'allfornla.
pension of a week or so," said Mr.
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
Wade.
"While the orders are rather
intermittent Just at present, all deWholesale and Retail
MBAIJSU IN
partments are busy and at the end Of
in mH AND SALT AtSVAfS
APPRENTICE
( a Sutwlitlty
thirty days wo expect a very lively
for Cattle nd Hoga the Biggest Marbusiness and all the orders we can
ie! Brices is Paid.
handle. Business at present is Jict
about as It has been for several
months past and there is nothing
SEAMEN
GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
whatever to warrant Ihe rumor of a
general suspension of operations, on
Wholesale Merchants
the contrary, the outlook for the fall
Wool, Hides and 1'elu
and winter i.s unusually promising."
a sp daily.
Oklahoma You Ui Must Go
p.

Thos.F. Keleher

M-le- ct

Pioneer Bakery

.

MERRYMAKERS OPEN
AT CRYSTAL TONIGHT
The original "Merrymakers," an organization of genuine colored people,
quartette singers, dancers and comedians, win be tiie vaudeville attraction at the Crystal this evening. These
artists, four In number, comprise old
minstrel men who have trooped the
country over with Ituseo and llabland
and Mahara's minstrels. They give a
complete entertainment themselves, in
the llrst part, which will be replete
with gags and funny business, dances
and good quartette singing.
Two reels of new moving pictures
and a new Illustrated song will till out
the bill, which will lust about an hour
minutes. This enterand twenty-liv- e
tainment will be quite a novelty and
should make a big hit here this week.

MR. GARSIDE TELLS THE
PEOPLE OF EL PASO

Through Lite Sightless Because of Cruel Treatment by
Comrades,
tafj

Special tossed

Morning .leuiii.il

San fmnclSCO,

today prints

Aug
a

üfi.

The

stcry of the

MilMTUt'KltQtrx;

I, AN

ft TIME TABLE.

SANTA

yy

irr
Hul-letl-

hal-

ing al the t&fSVl training station nt
Yerba BueHS Island of Karl Irey,
(Effective June 17, lOOf.)
apprentice on the traina
rmin tne Ka.t
ing ship Pciisacola, which will probAm... Ixpart
1. Houthtrn CI. nxprass. . 7 lip I 10
ably result In the loss of sight by Nn.
Nn. I, California blreltad
p
lrey and the court martial of O. F. No. 7. North. C.I. raat Mall. .10:11 p 13:41.
Nn.
A
El
P.
fflty
I.
Bxp.. 11:41 P 11:19 a
U.z.
Guy and J. Vulerous. two shipmates.
th. WmI
J' rom
The hazing. It Is said, in curred Aug.
I, Chicago K.at Mall
vi
a 1:11 a
been made No. 4. Chlc.io l.lmlt.d
10, and every effort ha
p
I iii)i
to keep the incident from becoming No. I. Chi. A K.n. nt Dip.. I Up T:Mp
According to the story. Irey
public.
Vall.j
Peru.
Train
Ri.all anS
was caught by (illy and Valerous ua' No. II, Amarillo,
rl.hu,
.A. t'.
to retire for the No. II, Ft im Carlahaa.Hosa.il
he was preparing
night, a noose was fastened tightly
mi Amarillo
14:41 p
From th. Smith
around his neck, the ro;ic passed over No.
in. cui., Dan. A ST. C.
.4:11 a frSSa
a hook und he was swung clear of the No. 10 sonn.cl. at I .amy Bi.
with braarh tr.lu
for
Hants
suspended
remaining
deck
F. sad atop, at all loeal point I
for five
N.w Maxloo.
T to. PUKDY. A.al.
minutes.
He was found In this position by
his eyes bulging
the master-at-arm- s,
out and Ills tongue Hwollen und

The Kl I'aso Times says: W. P.
GaiHldc, traveling freight agent of the
Santa Ke with headiiiarters In the
city, returned yesterday from a trip black.
to Albiiiiieriue and other New Mexico
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mum

PILLS.

lingered between life
For days
fUr. Ci .Till
fer rVmnaWaW algsnu i mii.
und death, and the doctors now say
iift itíhk.u.
Sivir aNOwn tb fail.
he has lost the sight of one eye
that
v Uww lietn
preMU
KV Is decorating the hotel at
l
Wt.
part
ml trumtt , rlej.la be eM fa
ff
and probably both. Irey will I" aont
mhrm mi forts! &emMs frtw. Ir itu lrutcl,
sxt
the Alvarado with hundreds to his home in Oklahoma.
bav (harm armé tour efdkrs la lb
of electric lights In anticipation nt the
UWiTIpMlDIOL CO..
?4( UsscatV-tapproaching convention of the Nationin iu" eiibic nt Home.
al Irrigation congress, to be hUra In
Lots of men and women who are Sold In AJbmiumiiio by J. M u Ki.
that city. A large sign üOxüll feet, agreeable with others, get "cranky"
studded with electric llghls, showing at home. Its not disposition, Its tho
the emblem of the Santa Ke road, is liver. If you find In yourself that you
also being erected on the cupalo of feel cross around the house, little
the hotel. Mr. Carslde says the
I binas worrv vnu.
lust huv n bottle of
.,
buuueniue people are making gi
is ,.r(n nnd nut your liver
preparations for the approaching con In shape. You and everybody around
gress. The tiuliiiing in which tne con you will feel better for It. Price
vention Is to be held is almost com cents per bottle. Hold by J.
pleted, and everything Is being put O'Klelly Co.
Into shape for the cOBJjrem "The
Aihttquerque people sre expecting a
School In Old Albuquerque, Purnnrs
large number of visitors to the con- and on the rtesa will open August 81,
gress," said Mr. Qarstde yesterday. 1P0K. In(ead of September 7. All con"They have been notified that France cerned will please take notice,
of the
Is to send a chief engineer
JESUS ROMERO.
French agricultural department. Also
THOB WERNER,
other foreign countries will send agriTHOS. DVRAN,
points.

Mr. Oarslde stated

Ellis Accepts PoattkM,
Washington. D. C, Aug. U. Wade
H. Kills, now attorney general of Ohio,
hns been tendered by the president
and has accepted the position of assistant to the attorney general, recently held by Milton D. Purdy.
Mr. Wade will nssume the duties of
his new position as soon as the dutb
of his present position which will require hi attention for a few weeks
cultural experts."
will permit.
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powerful political machines that ever the charge of driving without a ll - mlitce, will not necessarily Interfere
cense.
This otiicial activity has IBB- - With my making speeches under other
tiered the case so conspicuous that the auspices. I find on my table this
tion (or another term, and all large motoring club of which the! morning a number of Invitations to
th.- methods that political schemers COrcheT Is u prominent member is speak in different localities, some from
hMM by taa
t orruptionlsts
and political
know considering the advisability of expell- Ohio and some from other states.
were
to
uw.
brought
hint
to ing him us an undesirable person.
"If should see lit to accept any of
' Journal Publishing Co.
hear upon him among the DCO-Commenting upon the case stated th.s. invitations, while I would cerHis Hair.
hut though he is without any above,
the Wuhtngton Star says: tainly try to speak In uch a way as Cut
And Governor ntlbbeji was Samp
ProLiant n rponal magnetism, w ithout any
0. A. MACPHRRSON
yet
I
Sooner or later this treatment must to help the republican cause,
Ultor
W. 8. BURKS
son's Delilah. Tucson Citizen.
or any of the urts of the spell-bln.CJty Bailor
be accorded to all the people who mis- fetl that I shall he at liberty to ex. B.
HEN I NO
im Manafar
t B BOUCHER ....
r. anil Flmply relying upon the use their cars to the peril of other press my own views on
important of Coarse.
righteousness of his cause, the pt opte occupants of the road. Careful motor- questions about which there will probWe are perfectly willing to accept
land U Mcund claw matlar at thaet have rallied around his standard
In ists are exMised to severe criticism hj ably he more or losa discussion during as truth the Detroit News' assertion
N.
M..
Albuquarqaa.
alter
U
tostóme
that we "will tlntl the sheath gown
such force of numbers that the great; the antics of a comparatively
few the progress of the campaign."
f Consraaa of March I. 117.
worn only by Women who an bain
machine has heen utterly wrecked, reckless ones. The standard Of
way." El Paso Times.
that
THE .Hid his nomination Is now concede,!
JOt'RNAI. I
THE ItOIMNU
behavior must be raised to
TRICKS OK TIIK I It l)K.
UaDINl RKI I BI II AV PATER Of IPNEW
on all hands.
Mi
protect the majority, w ho use their
EXK O, HI rrOKTIMI THE I'KIM
How About the Wire of oil?
TinOF THR REPl BMCAN PARTY Al l. THE
friends
of good
government
The recently established bureau of
Os a sentible man uses his horse,
can
The new., that John 1). Is now laying
TIME. SSU THE MKTHOD8 OF THE Kf and public decency,
ARE
all ovar the coun- as a means of fast, sftfe transporta- - w eights anil measures, In New York, by money by eutlng
t
TOUCAN PARTY WHEN THE
try, regard this, ami properly so, as tloo. If the oiobs will
made a ;"d on the dealers of the me-- lunches probably brings a broad smile
one of the moni hopeful signs of the
ith the courts the lesson will soon j tropolis, not long since, and here are over the I'nivcrslty of Chicago, In anof something handsome.
Larear rirralatloa trota aaj olkwr papar
times.
en- - a few of the discoveries made by the ticipation
be
taught that these
Matlcv
Na
papar
la
wm Mask.
The oalr
glnes are not built for racing In the I Inspectors: one grocer had punched Tucson Citizen.
aaarjt oar to wa raar.
KXIT THE "MFJtKx WIDOW MAT. streets and roads, and that whoever1 a big hole In the bottom of his icate
Indulges in high speed off the race pun and mended it with a muss of Not Yd.
manar
"Tha Momias Journal ha. a
Mr.
wants to make his
as
la
la
gone
actonlas
The
Parte,
hat has
out from
track does so at the risk of his stand- solder weighing seven ounces, which, manf Taft Roosevelt
ratina: lhaa
with
the negro vote,
solid
aj olhar
ai
atEar papar la Aluaqtiartic
of
weight
editor of the New ing as a motorist as well as his per- of course, was added to the
.-- BRys the fashion
Th Asaaatoaa
he can do it by appointing a negro
sUp Is Hew Maitca.
every purchase pul on Ihe scabs. An- postmaster at Springlidd. and at the
York World, Hint women's hats must sonal liberty."
IMrarlory.
other had laid half a doen big wife same time It would be a nervy vindilo small, "no larger than a saucer."
nails in the bottom Of the pan and cation of the memory of Abraham LinAny
s
W
(.l
release
of
from
THEN.
ihe
thraldom
the
i:
ill
vol
8WOHN CIRCULATION .
fastened them with a little cement. On coln. El Paso Times.
"Merry Widow " monstrosity is to he
Territory of New Mexico,
t
i
i,,
i.i.. ..r
....i e ...!.,, 1.1
I. r, .i
'1
II
111'
III1
ttUC
County of Bernalillo. ee.
welcomed.
Yet the fashion-plate- s
Tailed upon to decide as to
D. tJ. Boucher, a; pt arlng before
mass I aid ul Numbers.
it
was
lounu
which preterve the styles of small hats paign picture of himself. Mr Hryan "'her estaniisnmeut
tnil tlrsi nelng duly sworn, worn by our grandmothers when
The Indianapolis Star suggests that
a hen's egg.
putty
big
as
of
as
of
one
vintage
down
turned
the
of
declares and says thul he In hudnes-manmay be nothing significant in
there
A
method
of
the
dishonest
favorite
was empress Indicate possibiliis:ti.
Honest man. He was handr of The Journal Publishing
presence
of Just thirteen letters In
the
Mexties in the new form of headgear somer then than now. His bead WRI tradesman is said ta be to hang a few tha name of John Worth Kern! We
Company of Albuquerque, New
of
the month
ico, and that during
Which may well excite apprehension. fairly well covered with dark
hair, Iron hooks on the scales In such a supimse that there is likewise no sigApril. 190. on average of 4.461 ..plea
Who
figure,
the
his
u
ot
trim,
was
plump,
while
fashion
and way that the customer, If he notices nificance in the presence of Just twenty-tharbiter
whose
,'ournai
of The Albuquerque Morning
letters in the name of James
re printed snrl circulated each (lay. periodical edicts command abject fem- his eyes sparkled like a boy's. Twelve them at all, thinks they are part of ree
Schoolcraft Bherman. Tucson Citizen.
inine obedience the world, over'
yeapt hate made ehaiiges. He Is to- the ntechanlrm. Bui the most ingenitSlgncd) D. S. HOUCHBR.
rlulne Manager.
no longer díctale styles. They day bald and fat, and his eyes are ous mull in the lot was a butt her who
Up lo Date Hill.
to before RtB, yield, like the rest of li unía ilk ml to .somewhat
Horn an1 subscribed
Youth bus given had hung an elOctriC light bulb on his
tamed.
. In and for the terrl-lor- y
Now that Mr. Hearst has begun to
E notary publ'-cajea, as If courting a pióse watch on
higher
a
place
age,
to
authority.
middle
whispered
pronounced
the
and
question his own democracy, the
and county aforesaid, t tils 9th wor.l of whose
Indicator,
churging
bulb
the
the
but
wishes uttered at the the older man is not as presentable
world would like to hoar from David
lay of May. 1908.
rVuteun or Longchampa racen is con- as was the younger.
Hut so fur as as porterhouse steak, pork tenderloin B, Hill. Ill the even! it shall be as(Signed) H. N PACKEP.T,
Notary Public.
veyed on the wings
certained that he is "still a democrat,"
of the
wind looks are concerned! Mr. Hryan will or prime roast with every purchase.
At many places the indicator of the it would be interesting to have him
throughout the realms of fashion, not give the voters a square deal. He ui
ill the poTr.KM h or eh tail1 now.
without something of the tabtle ipya-ter- y not seeking the presidency under false scales was found to be bent so that it place himself hypnth.-ticallroqupls Club of Ban
hy rmtt
registered several ounces more than sition of the
appearances,
Is,
just
Hie
quick
which
but
sans
he
marks
a
transmisFrancisco and formulate a reply to Mr.
I'ai'i hy mall, lias month
sion of n. ws among the native races hair, sans llgure. sans all
youthful hie true amount of the purchase. "A Hearst's Intel rogatories.- - Phoenix IV-Charms, he will give everybody in the customer wats bes wiore the Indicator. pubiican.
NEW MEXICO of India.
aim rjERt) i E
He never sees where it starts
-- A
As soon as spoken the word is heard I'nlted States a chance to look at him. slops.
from," explained one genial robber Entitled to Respect.
in
ion. New York, st. Petersburg,
PLAIN STATEMENT.
who was proud of his method.
There Is a certain résped the world
mii nowadays In I'onstantinople,
AN ALLIANCE Willi CHINA.
intuitively pays to any man who
here
French
fashions
are
phase
j
makes a success of his bUStnes,. Mr,
'ih.ii Iben mas be no mlaapprehen "I the new regime. It moves
IT IS COMIM, THIS WAY.
mill
The Mrltisli press In China naturally
Do.-who is just now operating
John
Willi
our
readeri
of
part
on
the
Hon
agents to countermand their orders, opposes the project of an American-Chines-e
in the Yellowstone
is entitled la
A recent New York letter says
regard to tin course of the Horning sets the looms to work on new maIn
the consideration of the world.
alliance. A special cable disIs the latest tibiase tO
hold fact a troop of soldiers is now seekjournal In the present campaign, we terial ami transforma the appearance patch to the New York Herald from
oí the shop windows In all cities. The Shanghai quotes the arguments against America cities in Its grasp, otic of ing to pay htm attention in tin name
publkl
deem it our duly to give
lawi of the Medcs and Persians were the alliance by the North China Daily its symptoms Is R frenzy on the pub- Of all the people, Phoenix Republiplain statement of the facts In tho no so Inflexible.
lic's part to pay much money to see can,
Yd there are de- News.
le, ted symptoms of revolt In America.
case
To begin with, it expresses the be- B young woman with scant sartorial Chief ( town.
say
um
that
to
(or
Was
the
gown"
"sheath
too
l"
unnecessarj
arbitrary lief that the United states is deter trappings Ko through a series of con- -'
It
The man who edits tin- Albuquerque
an
innovation'.'
Mr
of
noniln.ilioii
mined to pursue a strong policy
in tortious cElled by courtesy the dance Sun affords enough amusement for the
thfl
opposed
tve
Another symptom is a fraternity in the territory to warrant
China with the purpose of recovering of Salome,
Andrews as vigorously as we could,
corresponding frenzy on the part of the continuance Of his publication. He
DISCIPLINE
AT
WENT
ios;
its
growid
in
POINT.
of
the
trade
the
and Hull Andrews.
for aeveral reaaotu which wa regardto pay
much Supports llr.van
Orient. As n matter of fact, says the theatrical managers
books look good to
and
Bursum
burnt
l
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money
In
It
young
to
appear
to
satisfactory.
women
nt
ed aa
President RooaeveM in approving Herald, vw have not lost so ninth
him. while democratic bosses throw
Is
New
Salome
the
contortions.
York
PaRROM
thOM
the
what
repeat
recommendations ol Secretary of ground there as England, whose shipto
lore
him Into hysteria, although he has
suffering Just now from u severe cage
yet told us who they are or w hat
raft Th- most o' the i pie of 'he w.ir Wright wiih regard to the pun- ping trade n particular is being of saiomanla and a newspaper there never
they have don.- to gain the title. Eviishment to lie meted out to tiie eight ruined by her Japanese allies.
who
thus,
and
them,
territory know
Is authority for the declaration Unit dently
bosses are his bogy man,
Weal point i aib ta recently suspended
The purpose of an American- - Chithough he clearly belongs to (hat class
lo ROI can inform tin mgeivej by con- t0( hazing has Upheld the Judgment nenarc
Salomes,
there
sixteen
assorted
l
not to recover lost
alliance
sulting the Bles i the Morning Jour- of Colonel Scott, the superintendent ground, but to prevent all the ground blondes and brunettes, tail and short, himself. He is (he boss ass of the
editorial fraternity in New Mexico.
nal- and the tan 1m assured, At the of tha academy. Colonel Scott in Bas-In- .t being
absorbed by Japan. plquante ami digniltct toj be seen In Farniington Times- - H us tier.
jrt-playhouses
different
York.
The
upon
the case expressed t'ie ton- - Tin- view that British merchants and
In nothing theretame time, that tln-rvlctton that discipline demanded
th Shipowner! take of the Japanese and dlreuse may aproad westward, and Arizona Loses Loyal Friend.
in mm forth pertaining to the matter
grave doubts are said to be entertainTin- announcement of the death of
summary dismissal of two of the of- tln ir attitude to China by the way
that ' hate an daeteí h retract
rendéis and the suspension of th. Is quite different from that of British ed in Chicago as to whether that very on. N. Q, Murphy, of Phoenix, who
died ut Sun Diego, Cali on Saturday
Is immune.
We endeavored to th beat of oar others for one year without pay. (ien-la- i Officialdom
vr
and Its organs. As to modest and proper city
lus(.
will
create universal sorrow
Orant recently, in commenting the News' argument that the proposed
Mllrj la impress upon the oonven- throughout Arizona. Mr. Murphy was
upon
New
Post;
temporary
Bays
Evening
the
the
York
suspension which treaty would drive Japan into u tritwice governor of Atizona, a distinclion two fads: first, that it was high- had
then been ordered, laid great angular alliance with Russia and The republican bosses of New York tion never conferred on any other
od
0(
CEOM
the
to
ly Important
St re SI upon the formative value
of fjjregt Britain, that i dearly borrowed arc evidently making up their minds man. During hi terms as governor
that a republican delegate should discipline in the academy us an la from Tokio.
to accept the Inevitable and help nom- In- made an excellent official record
second,
and,
.
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that
fall,
condition of efficient ser
It is droll to lind the N( ts urging inate Hughes. Hitter as the dose is, and became Very popular with Unha leett'd this
people of the territory. He was a man
vice later.
meant
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forced hit nomination,
iccompanled the American Heel have and sympathy. The china Qasetts he appeals directly to the people as APACHE CAPTURED AFTER
the mat hiio ell cl hint
laid upon ihe value of this rigid main- warmly supports
the suggestion for against the bosses, and he proposes
ARDUOUS MOUNTAIN CHASE
to break their power by Introducing
tenance of discipline at Annarmlla. an Amerlcan-Chlnee- u
alliance.
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'Moreover," rdya a writer in the Eon-io- n
the system of direct primaries. This
The Prescott Journal Miner, says:
is what hurts, and the bosses who opSENATOR I 'OH A K El t TALKS.
Times, "Annapolis men get the
citAfter a three days' ride through
The attention ol the
pose
Hughes
Mr.
are lighting for their the mountain
hábil of hard work at the academy.
fastnesses of the Black
unto
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They are passionate for high scores
Senator Foraker of Ohio came ta political lives.
Hills and Muuzutal ranges In eastern
pleasant fact thai having had. ol
Washingsays
city
night,
lust
the
the
lot their divisions and ships at target
Yavapai and northern Hllu counties,
u mob dance, Ho y must now practice. Morning
ami afternoon they ton Star "f (sst Thursday, on his wa
Thai is a welcome and not unimpor- Deputy Sheriff J. J. Caveliaugh of
tid(m
paying the
prepare therm-elveIrlll the men until the men are ytale Mom a BUOUner'l outing in Maine to tant contribution to recent historical Humbolt, untitled the brother of the
The law mil
dler a good round price.
then they find more work In stud- - his hoove in Cincinnati. The senator initli which demon., trates that Presi- Apache Indian, who murdered two of
his fellow
permits prop- rlng. They live in a world
at Fossil creek,
of the stale "i llll
of Itself, topped in New York for a couple of dent ROOaeVell did Invite and urge August Í6. tribesmen
The capture was effected
erty owntTi I" reeover from ilo it a self absoi bed, professional world days, hut did not see any of the ;i .
Cleveland to accept a
Saturday near Payson, in (lia county.
of the value where they
or Count)
when he reacf.eti place on the anthracite coal commis- The Indian will he
ar
impelled, ai rding Iltlcal managers,
an accomof any property destroyed bj a mob. to the American custom, lo know ev- Washington Inst night h found a tel- sion for tin- settlement of the strike plice In the crime ofheld as
which
his brothone
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anil the dependent heirs
egram from Chairman Hitchcock ex- of I90J, and (hat Mr. Cleveland con- er Is the principal.
ery brunch of the service."
killed b a mob may recover I ".,000
Deputy CavBOaugh'i aucceaa In
Speaking of the manner in which pressing regret that they had not met. sented to serve In that capacity. The
Follow lug
from Ihe same source
between making the capture Is little short of
loin- uf the correspondence
this affair lias been settled, the Chi- and voicing the hope that when
criminal prosecutions of mob leaders cago Record-Heralwas In the metropolis again the two statesmen was admirable on marvelous, taking Into consideration
lays: A college
the fact tha( the Indians escaped
win come civil suit- - for damages to prank may cem a small matter to the they could have g talk.
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uty Cavanaugh is confidant of capturI grave his
According lo report the Harrlman ing the murderous Indian, who killed
the who. material loss and expense. Infraction of rules which cdhtd ndt opening of the republican campaign
resulting to the locality from the In he tolerated In actual service.
The In nil... at Yoiingstowu, September 5, lines are in the murkd for 6.000 steel his fellow tribesmen tn cold blood
latgenct in riot, RlUfdei and arson.
men who were dismissed are not the when Senator ll. teildge anil Governor Dan, No order has buen placed, but over a gambling bet. He I known to
have be In biding In tin almos! Inaccessible
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greater for that reason. Hovernor fending motorist for reckless driving. chosen for that occasion.
"1 would, of course, he glad to hear Mr. Hryan's new mule bray Inlo one unuHually heavy. In Ihe eastern coun-H- e
race The aisle commissioner of motor veHughes undertook to. suppress
and In Lincoln and (Hero there
track gambling In Ni w York, because hicles Investigated and found that Hit- these upeochoa; bul, as I have already of those photiugraphs?
wen- several good shower,
I
thai will
Arlvlng
aoMi
In
man
newspawas
them
tan
read
the
which
evils.
car
been
a
had
It Is one of the oral of modern
Paper Kgg Itoxes .lust Hit tiling prove very beneficial. In the north
,
He was opposed by the most potent registered under the name of another pers.
di lit crine cu-b- for family Irailc. tentral counties nnd In (he
"The fuel that I ib. not can- to make for
influences Hint could he broiigbl to person. He therefore proposes to
the totnl amonni of rain for
iIm. ctgs from dirt nuil break- - j w t,
rcgVtrntlon.
and the nroae- my speeehia, under the Ircumsiniiee. age. i',
the
t"
ot- - each, liipncltt,
I dox- - Ihe week wa
benr upon him, but he refused
lea than the normal,
yield an inch. Thou one of Hie most jcuilon moa; be broadened to include under the auspices of the stale LIMB en. E. V. Pec, 602-ah. 1st.
v j Tbert- w u about the usual amount of

morning journal

was constructed anywhere In the coun-iil't' imlncd to defeat his nomina-

What the Editors
of the Southwest
A re Saying

m

For Sale

THERE IS

1

FARMS

pl

NOTHING

Small and Large
RANCHES

d'

Per Acre

than

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
LAND CO.

FALL
STYLES
for Men

twenty-livc-cen-

J. BORRADILE

high-pow-

j

STEIN-BLOC-

Resolved that all orders for
supplies of any and all kinds
and for all purposes bo made out
on tho regular requisition blank
of the Irrigation Congress provided for that purpose, und said
requisition must tie lgnad by
chaliman of the auditing
or In his absence by th
acting chairman: that nil bill
Incurred must he properly vouch
ered before payment and audited
nt any meeting of the audKIng
committee, by the chairman of
snld committee, or In his absence
hy (he acting chairmanW. S HOPEWELL,

H

FACTORY

'

Your

.1

tailor
cannot
match
them for
twice the
money.

Ku-geo-

(

Km-press- es

halrman.

TWITCHELL,
Secretary.
II. SPITZ.
Chairman Audit. Com.
V. A. M ACPHKItSON,
U. E.

SUITS $18.00

.

to $30.00

GEO HOE ATtNCT.

STETSON
HATS.
WALK-OVE-

ST. VINCENT'S

R

SHOES.

I

ACADEMY
Boarding and Day School
For Young Ladies
and Misses.
In charge of Sisters of
Charity. For parfcculars,

,

-

atitt-hO-

Angio-jupancs-

.

-

tax-payi-

s

(

thrt-e-fourt-

e,

coir-mitte-

-

-

Third and Gold.

Comer

direct
from the

1

i

made
our new

w

I

$35 to $60

better

I

L. Washburn
Company

.

12a

S. 2d.

11

address Sister Superior,
Sixth and New York Ave.,
Albuquerque, New Mex- -

W. Hold.
PIPE-CLEANIN- G.

sunshine In all t lie territory except
(he northwestern part.
The temperature continued ubnor-mall- y
low. Both the day and the night
readings wenlower
thermometer
than is customary during (he latter
half of August.

REPUBLICANS
TODAY

s

MEET
IN

CALIFORNIA

Convention IK Oakland to
Presidential Electors.

Select

San Francisco. Aug. '6. The California republican state convention
Will meet in Oakland tomorrow afternoon to Heicct ten presidential electors. The 'regulars" or organization
wing of the part will be in control.
The feature of .the convention will lathe presence of the woman suffragist forces, who have declared their intention of marching to the convention hull in u body to induce the Incorporation of a plonk In the platform calling for the adoption by the
of a constiiulionul
legislature
next
(he declive
amendment citeadlng
franchise to women.

Panama Cabinet Appointment.
Washington, Aug.
Benor Jose
Augustine Arungo, minister of Puiih-m- a
to the I'uileil States, has been
(Ibaldla.
seleeted by I'lTslilellt-elec- l
to in- minister lot foreign eaTotra Rf
Linrepublic of Panama, according to
a cabii gra m today.
DOCTOltS ENDORSE
Because lis Fórmala

is

HEHIMCIIH-:-

.

submitted

to

and repairing ts one of our specialties.
Making elbows and Joints la another.
in all
We are expert Plumbers
branches and are noted for doing
good work thoroughly, ln a reasonable
We use
tlmv.. for a reasonable price.
only the best materials and employ
reliable help. We
only the most
should bo pleaaed If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Job. Tou
won't regret it.

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company
NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given 'hat tho partnership heretofore existing between
Chauvln and Noneman Is dissolved by
e
mutual consent. A. Chauvln will
(he business and pay all biilt
and receipt f'ir accounts
duo tha
firm.
CHAUVIN
NONEMAN.
114 Snnlh Third street.
con-llnu-

Them.

d

I

easy-goin-

Kor-ake-

1

.

I

ti--

two-third-

--

soath-Pi-oici-

i

M. P.,
McMillan.
Mexander
prominent physician of Lansing, Michigan, writes: "On (bree cases I have
tested Qerptcldfl fot dandruff and the
result has been nil that could be desired."
Hcrpiclde Is made upon an endrely
new principle, that Is. (hut dandruff
and falling hair are caused from a
microbe that infests the' hair bulb, and
by destroying the microbe, one' hall-ihound to grow luxuriantly. Hcrpiclde Is the only hair remedy, that
olaima to, and really does, destroy the
dandruff germs.
Sold by leading druglsts. Send 10c
In stamps' for sum pic to The Hcrpiclde Co.. Detroit, Mich. Two sixes, fiOe
and $1.00. 11. H. llrlggs and Co., special agents.

due "chlflarOM' and u desk comworth $IS, will be sold by reducing I lie price II per day until
A

bined

August H. See ill (lie
West Coul or ,Hi
Second.. PutTeUe
Furniture

sold.
Windows

SHOES
WEAR

.

.at. lit

South
Co.

NAVAJO
Blankets
M M HHIPMKMT,
PÁTOBHNH
ND RIGHT
PIUCKK

PINK

at

DAVIS & ZEARING

-i

TIM--

OUR
SCHOOL

:

IIOISF I't'HMSIIF.RH

2a

West, Gold,

They are solid all through from
the tin of (he tor to the all leather
heel, Insole uud counter. Put
i
with the sole object
to
in. ik'- them strong enough for the
hardest kind of wear. You culi
see yourself that this hu
been
BOOornpJIshed
acrlflclng
without
any fit or style. Our Shoes will
give your children more actual
weur and good look
than any
others

FOR GlriLS

H. lo II
II 'jto t
3 Hi

M on

to

SIMÓ

$1.25 (o fi.J
73 to 12.50

ti.

l

FOR BOYS
gU lo
t
lo
to

m

I

.'

.

U

.

h

2 on
2.25
to $2.50

1.15 lo
1.S5 to
1 1 . AO

THE ALBUQUERQUE
Vllliam H. Burr, M. D.. Gallup. N. M
President's address. "The New Mexico Medical Society; Some Duties ami
Opportunities." K. K. McBrlde, M. D..
,ss Cruces, N. M.
General order of business.
Meeting of council.
11:30 a. m Hecesa.

PECOS VALLEY CID

116

RAPID

STRIDES
ROSWELL RAISES

$100,000

.

FOR NEW RAILROAD que.
"The Eosinophil and Opsonic Index"
Samuel D. swope, Demlng.

Secretary of Commercial Club
"

BOOTY

DISCOVERED

15

,

BY

MEHAN

FOUND ACCIDENTALLY

opened b5' J. A. Massle,
Santa Fe; T. C. Sexton, l.as Cruces.
Discussion

Crooked Employe Now Serving
Here to Complete Arrange- "After Treatment of Abdominal SecTime at Santa Fe Cached
tion".
ments for Big Display at the
Bulk of His Swag With InJames Vance, El Paso.
Discussion opened by J. P. Raster,
Exposition,
tention of Recovering It,
Tupeka. Kan.; J. H. Wroth. Albuquerque.

Graham, secretary f the Rus-weCommercial club, arrived In Albuquerque yesterday to complete arrangements for the exhibit to be made
at the coming exposition by Koswell
and Its adjacent territory. The original space allotted to Roswell was
12x50 feet. This, however, wag not
Roswell has subscribed
sufficient.
$1,5.00 for the making up of its display at the exposition and Mr. Graham yesterday made arrangements
for space 30x50 feet. This space will
hi' devoted exclusively to the Koswell
Commercial club's showing, and a display from Dexter, of which Mr. Graham will have charge.
In addition,
displays will come from Carlsbad,
Hagcrman and other points In
the Pecos valley, so that its representation will be very large.
Mr. Craliam, whose position puts
him in close touch with public business in the valley, is enthusiastic over
the rapid growth of Roswell and the
rosy outlook; ahead of the Pecos valJ.

A.

ll

a,

ley.

"Roswell," said Mr. Graham yesterday, "Is growing very rapidly
just
now.
Business conditions are excel-

"Wrights Thesis, Hacterlnl Inoculation"
J. F. McConnell, Colorado Springs.
Discussion opened by F. T. H. Fest.
East Las Vegas; W. w. Spargo, Albuquerque.
"The Sequele of Appendlral and
Puerpural Infecí ions, w ith Notes
on Appendicitis in Children"....
William 11. Burr, Gallup.
Discussion opened by W. M. Smith.
East Las Vegas: W. TV Joyner. Roswell.

Wednesday Evening,
BANQUET

II

AT ALVARADO

O'clock.
HOTEL.

first-clas-

NEW MEXICO MEDICAL
SOCIETY CONVENTION
Annual Meeting ill Commercial Club
Mjpttmhtr 2 ami .1. wiiii Ua borate
Program.
The twenty-sevent- h
annual meeting
of the New Mexico Medical society, an
organization which ranks with
the
foremost organizations of the kind In
the United States, will be held In the
Commercial club rooms In Albuquerque September 2 and 3. closing with
a banquet by the Hernallllo County
Medical society to the members of the
society from abroad nt the Alvarado
hotel on Wednesday evening.
Following Is the program for the

neyslon:
WKD.NBHDAY, HKPT. 2. 1908.
8:80 a. in. Registration aCsccrc-tary'desk and payment of dues.
9 a. m.
Meeting house of delegates.
10 a. m. Call to order by president.
Invocation, Rev. Father Mandaluri.
Add i.
of welcome. Major Felix
a

Lester.
lit I mise to addrci

.

of

welcome,

connected

with

of twelve hundred dollars belonging to the government, alleged to have been stolen from registered letters In the local postoffice, by
Charles W. Mehan, formerly confiden-

tial clerk to Postmaster Hopkins, has

been cleared up by the finding several
days ago by Mrs. L. E. Werner, assistant postmistress, of several packages in an unusued mad pouch, containing coin and paper money to the
amount of nearly one thousand dollars. The finding of the money clears
up one of the most puzzling cases in
the experience of the poatoffice inspec-

Thursday, Kept. 3.
tors In the Denver dislrbt. The inMeeting house of delegates. spectors were almost positive that MeScientific program contin- han had "cached" the coin some place,
,
ued.
but were unuble to locate it. and ha.i
"Bjre, Ear Nose and Throat. Rouver hearing
almost given up hopes
tine Examination in School Chilfrom it, when Mrs. Werner accidendren"
tally stumbled upon it.
ooooooooooooo oooo 8ooo g.. nlnhrd
Mehan is now serving a year in thf
Clifford S. Losey, E. Las Vegas.
Santa Fe penitentiary. He was arrestDiscussion opened hy W. (I. Shad-raced last January by Postofllce Inspectoi
Albuquerque; F. E. Tull, Albu- Smith, charged with opening registerquerque.
ed mall and extracting therefrom I'nl-te- d
States property. Mehan protested
"Routine Examination of School
his Innocence until within a day or
Children for Oral Defects"
two of the trial. He then admitted
E. J. Alger, D. D. 3., Albuquerque.
one of the charge against him but deDiscussion opened by Wm.
Silver city: E. J. Patchln. A- nied several others. On account ol
his youth and former good character
lbuquerque.
Judge Ira A. Abbott gave him the
"Head Injuries"
lightest sentence passible under Go
John R. Espey, Trinidad.
year In the peniDiscussion opened by P. G. Cornish. law, which was one
Efforts on the part qt tin
Albuquerque; v. Q, Hope, Albuquer- tentiary'postoffice Inspectors to obtain inforque.
mation from Mehan as to the where"Vaccine Therapy. Its Value to the
abouts of the missing twelve hundred
General Practitioner"
dollars were without results.
Robert Smart, Albuquerque,
As far as POUtd be learned Mchat.
Discussion opened by E. s. Bullock, had not been living beyond his mean
Silver city: .1. F. McConnell, Colorado and hud not been spending monev
Springs.
freely and the postoi'flce detect i ves
'.'Erysipelas"
were nt a loss to account for his disc . rater, Roswell,
position of the missing money. It I
Discussion opened by C. G. Duncan said that .Mehan made several unsucSocorro; p. M steed. Demlng,
cessful attempts to gain admission to
"Typhoid Fever"
the postoliice befara his trial, giving
W. T. Joyner, Koswell.
various excuses to the clerks, as to his
It Is believed
Discussion opened by J. (). Michaels, reason for doing so.
V. I'. Witiuer, Los Lunas.
Demlng;
iew ttial hi wauled to secure the hid"A Further Repon of the Treatment den money and place it in I more secure hiding place. As he was a disof Septic Peritonitis by Continucharged clerk, however, he was unable
aba Irrigation"
Discussion opened by S. D. Swope, to get Inside the office anil went to
the territorial prison without the satDemlng; E. B. Shaw, E. Las Vegas.
isfaction of obtaining the swa.
"Spinal Anesthesia"
Mehan was for over teu years a
Andrew Wade Morton, San Fran, isco
employe o( the local postof-licDiscussion opened by M. K. Wyl- - trusted
his arrest and conviction
der, Albuquerque; .1. F Mofonnell. causedandmuch surprise, it is said that
Colorado Springs.
he had worked up a systematic plan
"Diabetes Mellltus"
to defraud the government which alE. H Shaw, R. Las Vegas.
most delied detection. Tile discovery
Discussion opened by J. F. Pearce.v by Inspectors that he was Stealing
Albuquerque; F. A. Yoakum, Cerril- money out of registered letters was
los.
purely accidental, whether or not the
"The
Hacltlus Tuberculosis. llndlng of the stolen money will make
A Critical View"
any change in Mehan's prison senF. T. R. Fest, Las Vegas.
tence Is not known.
Discussion opened by J. W. ColThe Denver Post of Tuesday has the
bert, Albuquerque; C.
(elber. I.as following story regarding tin- affair:
"The postoliice authorities have at
Cruces.
"Report Five Cases of Milk Sicklies" last discovered the reason why C. W.
Mehan. a convicted clerk in the
Geo. K. Angle, Silver City.
postofllce, made ineffectual
Discussion Opened by C. M. Yaier.
Roswell; R. J. Thompson, Tucunn .i rl. attempts to secure permission to gel
Into the postofllce even after a peni"Ulagonsls ami Treatment of Comtentiary sentence was banging over
mon Diseases of Gall Hladdcr"..
bin. He had about tf.OM hidden away
r. i.. Brgdley, Raawalt.
Ihix and1 was anxious to get
Discussion opened by V. a. Wilson, In a mail
was discovered.
Wlllurd; E. I;. Van Arsdel, Alumogor It before it he
wanted to go hack to
said
"He
do.
to char up some private
postofllce
the
"Management and Treatment of Tubusiness.
bercular Patients"
"All of the matte,- found Saturday
J. W. Kinsinger, Koswell.
by the assistant postmaster contained
Discussion opened by J. S. Easter-day- , money and some in large amounts. II
Albuquerque; V. P. Mills. E. Las was all In registered biters and was
Vegas.
secured by Mehan because he handled
"Diet and Rest in Pulmonary Tuberall of the business of the many counculosis."
try postofllces, Albuquerque being the
S. G. Sewell, Albuquerque.
depository for a large territory.
pleade.f
Discussion opened by T. R. Hart,
"On one charge Mehan
Raton; B. T. I.ane, Las Cruces.
guilty and sentence was suspended buf
"Exercise In Pulmonnry Tuberculosis" In the meantime Inspector Smith of
discovered new
the Denver Office,
S. A. Mllliken. Silver City.
Discussion opened by W. G. Hope. thefls and Mehan was tried again ami
Albuquerque; Q, W. Harrison, Albu- sentenced toa year in the penitentiary,
which sentence he Is now serving.
querque.
"Four registered packages
"Report Case of Traumatic Epilepsy
by Mehan and only part of the
Operation, Recovery"
contents taken from each. Out of one
M. K Wyldcr, Albuquerque.
4in .30, be had taken
Discussion opened by J. P. Kuster, containing
and left the remainder hidTopeka, Kan.; F. F. Doepp, Carlsbad. Itlt.tf
away in the mall box, expecting
"Report Case of Malignant Oedema ' den
to come back after It. Out of another
J. A. Reldy, Albuquerque.
he took $1.16; a third was untouched
Discussion opened by L. G. Rice, und $fi ,60 was taken from a fourth."
Albuquerque: J. R. Gilbert. Alamo- a. m.
8 a. in.

Mac-I.ak-

Butte, Mont.,
from Livingston
"A number of
the employ of

e,

Alhu'-querqu-

wen-opene-

YE OLD FOLKS WILL

Oil

Aug. 26. A special
to the Miner says:
old scouts formerly In

the government and
residing In the vicinity of Gardener
have joined In the pursuit of the Yellowstone park bandit. They are going
Into the Jaclison Hole country,
to
which point It Is thought the robber
has headed. The country through
which the man hunt Is being made is
one of the roughest character and
much of It is almost inaccessible.

coln. Xeb.
With it came a letter which read as
follows:
"The Brynn-Balleclub of Eomey.
Texas, Is sending by express one bale
of the famous Forney June clip hnv
as the club's contribution to the sug
port of the democrat mascot The dub
also sends greetings to tie- nexl president of the I'nlted States"
y

III arrimen

Cured.
"My father had for years been troubled with diarrhoea, and tried every
means' possible to effert a cure, with
out avail." writes John H. Zlrsie. of
Phlllppl, W. Va. "He saw Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy advertised In the Phlllppl Republican and decided to try It. The
result la one bottle cured him and he
has not suffered with the dlseaae for
eighteen months. Before taking .this
remedy he was a constant sufferer. He
U, now sound
and well, and although
sixty ysais old, can do as much work
as a young man." Sold by all

OKI

ht

Theater,
"Ye Olde folkeo" will hold the
boards at the Klks' theater tonight,
In a splendid concert to be given for
sweet charity's sake and In which the
most gifted soloists of ihe city anil
thirty-iigh- t
trained voices will participate. Those who were privileged
to attend the
rehearsals this
weak were profuve In their expressions
of admiration for the costumes
mid
the music and (here Is every reason
to conclude that the event will be a
rare treat In more ways iban one. The
old colonial costume which have bee,,
secured are most iiualnt and beautiful and nlisoliilely accurate In detail
and will be alone worth seeing. The
sale nf seats ai Matsnn's has exceeded
expectations and the house will be
full-dre-

ss

BLAMED

Pill

Pedagogue's

Fool
Pupil

Starts

Depositors

in

RUN
Advice

to

Rush

of

Wild

-

Z.

New Bonds of Friendship Are

iuld-rsi'-

FOR

FROM

,,f

Mule.

Berlin,

llt.v Morning

.Imirnnl Siperlnl Ltased Hire I
Aug. 26. The,, were most
startling Manea around the Pried
erschberger bank in the astern dis
trict of Merlin late this afternoon and
evening as a consequelu-- nf rumors
that the institution was in difficulty.
Thousands of persons gathered befare
the building demanding the return of
their deposits. The crowd became so
dense that the street cais were toreen
to stop and a large force of polio
which was called out was unable to

flcrlin,

control the excited throngs.
The directors of the bank obtained
permission to keep tie- Institution
open until 8 o'clock. More than $J."o.-00was drawn out In small sums. The
báñk was able to satisfy all the demands to,- money with the assistance
of ,rhe Imperial and Dresdcner banks
but some customers received only Jü.'iO
each on account, owing to the lack ol
ready cash.
The directorate of the bank declares
Hint the institution is perfectl) sound
It is laid that thi' rumor of the bank's
difficulties was set on fool by a school
teacher who during lessons advised hi;
pupils to Inform their parents thai the
bank was insolvent. A warrant fof
his arrest has been applied for
An
immense
crowd of depositors was
shouting for their monog at midnight
0

Formed

Memorable
Week's Stay in New South
Wales Capital,
I

by the

NEW TYPE

Morning Journal Sprrinl leio.nl Wire)

II

x. s.
Aug.
.
:6. The
of American battles))lis
sailed
from ibis port Ibis morning ibotind for
Melbourne. The sky was cloudless,
the sun was warm and onlv a moderate ea was running. At S u. m. the
flagship Connecticut weighed anchor
and led the warships in single line out
past tin- sloping shores Of the harbor
which were crowded with thousands
of persons who had gathered to bid
the Heel farewell. The Connecticut
cleared the heade at 8:40 and the last
battleship cleared twenty
minutes
later. Then followed the filacler, the
Panther and the A.lax. A mile outside
they turned to the south and at a
si ed of ten knots soon disappeared.
Sydney has given of her best to
make the stay of the American! in
this port u memorable one. For six
days the Officers and men were feted
and entertained In every conceivable
manner, and not one untoward Incident occurred to mar this notable
event n Sydney's history. Speaking
of the visit, the Sydney Herald says:
"The American fleet's visit has enabled us to realize the meaning Of a
sea power. NOW that the bond has
been formed and a wider outlook obtained, with the same blood in our
veins, the result is bound to be help- rui.
it has ueon good to git Closer
to America and to know that Australia has been rediscovered."
The Telegraph says:
"The visit Is of historical significance and of great importance to the
relations between the two countries.
based on common political aspirations
arid ties. The men's condui t has been
admirable. Sydney never had such a
week; the high note of enthusiasm
was sustained. The
Mrltlsh
colony
feds a fraternal pride In the progress
o, un- grew republic and
a strong
sympathy n every situation when
American Interests are seriously concerned."
Sydney,

NEW

Meet

-

.

GOOD

ATTENDANCE

AT
Regular
tion

DANCE
Func-

Semi-Month- ly

of

Proves

RI0INÍ5 STÜNT EASY

All

Commercial Club
That Could Be

The tegular
danc,. Ol
the Commercial Club ROM llMI evening
In Die club was an unusuu ly enjoyable society event and also unusually
wdi attended.
Excellent music was
Colonel Says furnished by Airs Caianaugh's orchestra and the appointments of the
in 'Saddle as affair were most satisfactory, The fid
lowing were present:
Can Stand It, Misses Kebher, liieek- - aim, trWlH,
Hcdtick, Raed, Miles, Kun., Uonu-dalle- ,

Machinery
NEW

Presses

The Job Department
of the Morning Jour-

nal, long the
acknowledged leader

among the printing
houses of the
Southwest, is now better than ever prepared
to handle all
classes of book and
commercial work, ní?

semi-monthl- y

FOR STEWART
Artillery
He Can Stay
Long as Horse

Exiled

lllv Morning Joiirmtl Hpeilsl l.eiiwd Wire
Wilcox. Ariz., Aug .ti. Colonel w.
F. Stewart, the artillery oflicer who
is practically an exile at the abandoned Kort Orant, la greatly pleased at
the order from the war depart meiil
for him to take the horsemanship lest
Of a ninety mile ride.
"I want to take the horsemanship
test." said Colonel Stewart.
"I can ride ninety miles In twenty
one hours or any other distance thai
horses can (airy me."
Colonel Stewart says the fact that
he was not given a
horse al
Kort Grant has been a hardship.
Colonel Stewart denies that he has
any intention of surrendering and permitting himself to be forced out of the
army. Re still has over two years (0
serve at Fort Orant.
Fort firnnt Is In ruins and alive with
rattlesnakes. The colonel's only com
pan Ion are William F. Xnll. who Is
caretaker of the post, and William H
Martin, the colored cook and man of
all work.

NOTED ENGINEER
DIES

IN

HARNESS

II. Urci Ulcr Drops lend W hile
Work in SI. I'm,
Ronil Tunnel.
I

Missoula, Mont., Aug. 28.
H.
K.
Brack ler, one of the best known civil
and construction engineers
In
the
aft-

ernoon at the west tunnel camp of the
St. Paul pass, near Taft.
I'nder the direction of Mr. Hrerkler
the Pacific extension of the Qfeat
N'orthern railroad was constructed. Ra
was at one time chief engineer for the
Montana Central road.
Mr. llreckler was born
at Liver-mor- e
Center, Me. flfty-twyenrs ago
and araa a grudunte of the University
of Maine. He Is survived by a widow
and two children.
o

Xmlmador i homp-o- n

Injured.

Washington, I). C., Aug. 2d. The
stale department today received as- surai s from David K. Thompson.
ambassador to Mexico, who wns In
jured by being
ickeil down by n
bicycle In the (itv of Metalen reatar
nay, mat ne was doing well nnd suffering only from a badly broken onil
dislocated arm.
.
Itaby Morphine
are made by nil soothing syrupft' and
baby medicines that contain opium
und narcotics.
McOee'a Haby Rllxlr
contain no Injurious or nan otic
drugs or any kind. A sure and sare
cure for disordered stomacha, bowels
and ti r ii
splendid for teething
infanta. Sold by J. H O'Rlelly Co.
Ph-nrl-

i

McMillan-

Mrs. Sadler,

.Mrs

Hubbs, Mrs. lliiiwilty, Mrs. Denlson;
Misses
(ioss,
Qrunafeld, Carapfleld,
Blueher, 4abbe, Mclaughlin, Hunlng;
Messrs. a. Faber, Leon Hertaog, T
Donahy, w. C, Irwin, John Borrada lie,
T. B, Hudson,
A.
C.
I'arsons, S
ricknrd. x. 0, MeCrodan, Hi
Hoffman, Captain Webster. J. Bloom, Chas
(una, Hugh Bryan, Lawrence llfeia,
.1. Baaaan Newell, Sidney Berth, a
w
Roberts, Jay A. Holds, Will J. White,
.Tiillus Stuub,
B.
Lnndoin. Howard
Clark Md I'ioy Stnmm.
i

sumiller snow at Baltimore,
Baltimore, Aug- 26- There was n
light lull of snow in the suhurh-- of
this city tonight and Hurries are reported from other points In .Maryland.

We

make anything

from a thousand-pag- e
book to a vis-

iting card and make
it right. Prices, the
lowest consistent
with first class work.

i

The Modesty of WoineB
.Naturally makes them shrink (nun the
indelicato questions, the obfiOtkMM
amlnatluns, and unpleasant Ks'al treatments, which son." pliyüiclaiiü consider
essential In tho treatment of disease ol
women. Yet, If help can bo liad, It
better to submit to tin- - onleal than lei
the dlsuasu grow and spread. The trouble
Is that so often the woman undergoes all
the annoyance and sliaine for nothing.
TbotwandiOoi women who have been
cured b l)r. Pierce's Favorito Prescription wrlth. In Sijreclatlon of the cure
which dispN4cVvHj the examinations
and local trcatmcntsSa'I'liere js i0 other
medicine so v.ire and safe for deluatij
women as ' favorite I'rcicriptlon,
It
cures debilitating drains, irregularity and
femalo weakness. It always helps. It
almost always cures. It Is strictly nonalcoholic, nun all its IngredianU
being printed on Its bottle.- wrapper; contains no deleterious or
drugs, and every nativo medicinal root
entering Into iu composition has tliu full
endorsement of tlioaa most eiulnunt In tlia
several scboolsof medical practice. Some
of these numerous and strongest of professional endorsements of Its Ingredients,
will tie found In a pamphlet wrapped
around the bottle, also In a booklet mailed
free on requett, by Dr. R. V. Pierce, ol
Buffalo, H. Y. These professional endorsement! should have far more weight
than any amount of the ordinary lay, or
lion professional testimonials.
The most Intelligent women
irwUt on knowing what they takn a medicine Inttoad of opening their mouths like
a lot of youug birds and gulping down
whatever I offered them. "Favorite Prescription" Is of KNoWN composition. It
makes weak women strong and sick
women well.
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser Is sent fret
on receipt of stamps to pay cipcnsu of
mailing only. Beuil to Dr. K. V. Pierce,
stamp for
Buffalo, N. Y., 21 one-ceor 31 stamps
If sick consult the Doctor, free of charge
by letter. All such roniiiiuulcatloua are
held sacredly confidential.
Dr. PlercVa Pleasunt Pellets Invigorate
and regulate stomach, liver and Uiwsla,
I

I'nlted states, 'dropped dead this

Voices and Soloists to Assist in Big Musical
Event for Charity at Elks'

Thirty-Eig-

FLEET SAILS

7

"it- ew IVc

l

-

TEACHER

27, 1908.

SYDNEY

Lincoln. Aug. 26. During the storm
early today, the windmill at the home
of W. J. Rryan. located close to the
bam. where the democratic mascot
mule is stabled, was struck by lightning and damaged slightly.
A bale of hav reached Lincoln today rrom tin- Bryah-Balle- y
dub of
Forney, Texas,
to "The Man
Who Keeps the Democratic Mule, Lin-

S

lent and our outlook Is more blight
than at any time since the Pecos, valley began to develop, The citizens' of
Hoswell have just completed raising
a 1100,000 cash subscription
which
will be applied as a bonus for the new
Alttis, Koswell and Kl Paso railroad,
now under construction
and which
will extend from Altus, Okla., where
d
connection Is had with three big
systems, to Kl Paso. Thirty
miles of the road have been practically completed and construction of the
entire line is guaranteed without delay.
In addition lo the cash bonus,
Roswell has contributed twenty acres
of Jand for terminals, and right of way
through the city. We are now considering a proposal from another railroad company which apparently means
business, and when the New Mexico
Central extends to Roswell, as we believe it will eventually, the city will
be supplied with the only thing
It
has lacked In the pas,, adequate transportation.
When the new
railroad
comes in Roswell will go on a boom.
"Even underoMMBt conditions- - th
valley is doing very well. In Koswell
we have close to half a million dollars' worth of building under ay or
under contract. The Commercial club
w ill move Into a new building at once,
built especially for It. The Klks are
completing their building and we have
an armory und a government building coming up. TakniK it all the way
thfougnj, we have no reason In kick."
"The farming situation Is excellent.
We have the biggest npple crop of recent years. I call to mind the case of
a single orchard which has sold
Its
crop on the trees f,,r f 12,000. This
sale was made six weeks ago. The
buyer stands to make $15,000 prolll on
this orchard alone. General farm.lng
conditions are good.
"We propose to make a representative exhibit of fruits and truck at the
exposition here. In addition to the
exhibit which will come from Koswell
uní Dexter, of which I will
have
churge, Hagermnn, Artesia and Carlss
bad will send
exhibits, so
that the Pecos valley will have no reason to feel ashamed of the showing
It will make.
"The attendance from our section
of New Mexico will be very large, as
there Is the deepest Interest In the
congress and
general feeling that It
will accomplish a great deal for the
territory."
Mr. Graham will return here on
September 20 with tiie Koswell exhibit and will stay here during the
congress.
"There Is one thing which your officers should make plain to exhibitors," he said. "That Is the fact that
your exhibition buildings will be
ready on time. I have heard a number of prospective exhibitors say that
they would not come here on the
20th or before because the buildings
would not be ready. I visited the exposition grounds today and) saw the
progress which has been made. There
gordo.
Is, of course, no question that
your
buildings will be ready on time, and
(lie xhlbltors should be impress d SCOUTS TAKE TRAIL OF
with the Importance of getting here
YELLOWSTONE ROBBER
early."
rail-toa-

The mystery

crowded ?o that thoso rho wish to attend should lose no ttme lnseeurlng
seats this morning. Ten cents extra
procures a reserved seat.

lightning Strikes Within
Mr. Itruni's Trlrl.

POSTOFFICE
$1200 STOLEN

THURSDAY, AUGUST

DEMOCRATIC MASCOT
HAS NARROW ESCAPE

IN

itlnestbty

I
Afternoon.
O'clock
sleirp.
PRESENTATION OF PAPERS
"Traumatic Lelon
of the Spinal
Cord".
John W. Colbert, Albuquerque.
Discussion opened by Geo. C. Rryan,
Alumogordo: D. H. Cams, Albuquer-
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ahort visit with his brother, Frank I!.
Strong.
X
Mrs. NelU B. Field, accompanied by
Mrs.
Felix H. lister and Miss Oladys
MEXICO
HAW
IN
OLDEST AND LAMEST JEWETJTT BOW
Chllders returned last night from a
TOCA ALWAYS COMPLETE AMD NEW
trip to the Flejd summer residence on
WELL BEFAIS THEM
END IN Y OVA WATCHES
the Pecos.
M.
N.
K.
Q1
ERQI
Al BI
III S IMM Strral.
The Ladles' Aid society of the Pres1 1 t I
1 1 1 1 i
I 1 MM 1 1
byterian church will meet Thursday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the residence of Mrs. Frank Ackerman, on
West Central avenue.
Private Ambulance.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Strong
Second
Msrfc,
Office
Aid society of the First Metholadles'
ami Copper.
dist church will he held In the church
Telephones: Office 15. Resiparlors this afternoon at 3 o'clock. A
dence 500.
full attendance is desired.
Supt. Fninl'w and Rants
W. H. Bendle, who was Injured a
Barbara Cemeteries.
out
week ago on the Santa Pe cut-of- f
Kf Helen,' was able tn leave the sanitarium yesterday and return to his
Our amhome on South Kdith street.
oocxxxxxsyy odcooocoocxxxx
bition Is not
to do great things
Dr. Solomon L. Burton, C10 South
LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST
In
finance,
but to
Walter street, emphatically denies thai
serve our patrons well. If
he went east yesterday as erroneously
reported in this paper. On the conwe have been of service: to
trary. Dr. Barton avers he returned
you, keep your money with us, and
la tha avast that yon tbunUt no
raralva ,nur morning paper tataptcna
from the east.
recommend us to your friends and
ttaa POSTAL TB1.BUR.APH CO. (It- POPULAR
MOST
THE
neighbors. We will take this ab an
F L. Myers, superintendent of the
las your nam and addreaa and tha
apaelal
papar will ba dalWr0 by
esteemed favor. If you have
Itio tlrande division of the Santa Ke,
AMUSEMENT PLACE
mtaaansar Tha talapbuoa la No. II.
not had an account with us,
accompanied by H. W. Sharp, general
IN THE CITY.
superintendent of the third grand distart one now, add to It
vision, left on a special train yesterday
regularly and grow
For est,
morning on an inspection trip over the
with the growWashington, I). C, Aug. 26. New cut-ofing Bank.
MdXtOS and Arizona (enera My fair
J. W. Henhani, of New York City,
The Best Moving Pictures
Thursday und Friday except oreasio-n- l formerly interested In the Hcnhnm Inthunderstorms In north portion.
dian Trading company oí this city, was
The Best Illustrated Songs
a visitor lu re yesterday, Mr, Benham
continued on his way to Los Angelas
In
OrrKTentnl
Ufo.
the
Insure
The Best Singing
lust night after a business trip to Chila E Pisque was here yesterday cago and New fork.
from Wlllard
The Best Place to Spend
Quite a lot of fine fruit, vegetables,
Freeh shipment Cone ird grapes lit etc., has found its way to The Journal
a Pleasant Evening.
the Ban Jose Market.
Office lately from the nearby ranches,
II. B. Adams Is here on business but probably the very best specimens
of pears and apples have come from
from Man.anares.
Morning, Afternoon and
III.' ranch of C. K. Foster, located a
K.
Nelson,
estate
broker
real
John
Evening Sessions.
ihOIl distance north of town.
city.
in
tho
of Gloria, spent yesterday
11
U. Mudge.
vice president of
Why do. a Delanev's Csfe get the tho Hock Island railway system and
you
will
Try them sad
business?
Only One Moving Picture
former general manager of the Santa
know.
Pe, accompanied by his family, left
Performance Beginning
s g, Blrehfleld and w w. Lorhbrtl yesterday for his home in Chicago afat 8:30.
Of D.mlng, were here yesterday on ter spending a vacation at the Mudge
cabin on the upper Paces, where Mr.
business.
oooooooooc Frank Qulntt,
of Herman MudgS and family take an annual
Blueher, Is here on a visit from Plaln- - summer outing.
The Fonesca troupe of acrobats
tield. Texas.
Co- I
li Hi rml.in left v.st.rdac morn which Is showing this week at the
big nit and a
in connection
ing on a short business trip to Es-- 1 lombo, lias made a present
From now on,
at both
crowded house was
with our
we shall carry
paluda, N. M.
"Rival
night.
The
performances last
Qrooery
a It "I.I.
Fresh home dressed spring chick Lovers," a laugh producer, was iM
Department.
LINK, of
i
ens,
spring
san
lije
and
An
hens
tl)(, f,.iltur,. nims last night.
ducss si
Phone 471.
Jose Market today.
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRON AGE.
entire Change of songs and pictures
will be made tonight. The Fonesca
James Sutherland, of Roswcll
- - - - 1024 North Fourth Street.
E.
SCHEELE
F.
contortionists will be on th lull all
potnoanled iv his daughter and
Change Pictures Tonight
Week.
of
the
rest
the
were visitors here yesterday.
FONSECA TRIO
The Morning Journal acknowledges
Mrs. Louis Ilfelii and children have
weeks With thinks the receipt of a bunch of
orchard
cereals', gresses, forages,
The Great Mexican Acrobats return, d from a visitIn ofLasseversl
Vegas.
complimentaory tickets to the Colo
spent with friends
fruits, and other hardy product! of
DELEGATES the north temperate zone; and or
Interstate Fair and Exposition to
August 26
F A Manzanares, of Port Sumner, rado
In Denver, September 7 to 12,
held
be
anges, lemons, grape trun, ouves, ngs,
will
remain
arrived last nlfbt and
From the City of Mexico
at which one of the great features will
fruits.
dates and other
today nn business matters.
heft
be the ascent by Hoy Kabenshue, the
25-3- 0
All of these have coiné to the desert
spent
Ariz.,
Navajo,
Howell,
of
lien
famous aeronaut, In his dirigible airWest since Americans, by private enATTEND
yesterday in the city on business ind ship. Tlie fair promises to draw thou-- !
began to employ modern,
terprise,
night.
turn..! to his bom. last
sands of people from all oVer the
New Singer New Songs
To visitors,
methods tii Irrigation.
states.
Soap
mountain
Rooky
R, II. Lester, of tin' Fairbanks
Who may live east of the 97th MeWinslow
company, left yesterday for
Special convocation of Hlo Qfsnde
ridian, it will be a revelation; and to
J. G. GOULD, Tenor.
and other northern Arizona towns on Chapter No. 4, It. A. M., this evening,
CONGRESS
a source of pride.
nil
'
a business trip.
at fi o'clock for work in the R. A. de
Please etilist the support of your
visitAll
plot.
by
a
ban.
agent
for gree, followed
P. Walsh, general baggage
local newspapers In our enterprise.
By order
railway, with headquar- ing companions welcome.
the Santa
It not a sellish movement, or a local
secretary
ters in Top. Its, arrived last night from of the H. P., Harry Hraun,
one; but n movement of the whole
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of
Committee
the
Mr. and Mrs. H I!. Dormán, of 41i Chairman
the east.
West, and tin- purpose Is to make
High street, returned yesterday
homes and the production of wealth
Vigor
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. O'Hielly and South n
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Carrying
Publicity
month's visit In Frceport, Illl
MVek of Aug. 27 to Sept. desert.
possible In the
children n turned last night from a after
nols.
visit of several weeks to Kansas City
ous Campaign of Education,
There Is no abatement to the crowds
and other eastern points.
(lock to the rink each night atthai
of
this
formerly
Strong,
O.
Original
Harry
The
WILL
Mr. F. L. Vandergrift, chairman of
AS
by the unusual variety of mov
tracted
Los
of
resident
a
now
City, but
ing pictures and the high class musical the committee of publicity of the naa
night
for
MERRYMAKERS
Arrived here last
selections. Almost eve ry seat was oc tional Irrigation congress, and Intercm. led last night. Tonight will be national
exjjujjltlon,
Albu(uerque,
A genuine Colored Quartette of
couples' night. There Will DO an en September 2 to October IU, Weekly
HOLD MEETING
t
slngeis and CO mediana who
tire change of program, Including new sends to delegates accredited to the
songs.
a minstrel Hot part.
pictures and new Illustrated
.
congress personal letters oi tnlorina-tionThe management of the rink Is having
Last week he told them of the
Work is
v. ry pair of skates in the house thorand mission of the concharacter
oiled,
and
repaired
(leaned,
oughly
TONIGHT
NEW MOVING PICTURES
gress,
what it has accomplished,
and
new.
This
making them practically
WHITE WAGONS
be
Will
This
week
accomplish.
and
of
the
will add much to the pleasure
tells them especially of what irrigaskaters.
tion by private enterprise has accomIf, Nash, of the Nash Electrical plished in the Mountain West, and
compssy. which has a contract for In proof of his words he Invites them Committee Sends Out Notices
constructing a telephone line between to view the exhibits of Held and orchof Gathering for Further DisAlbuquerque am' Morlarty, for the ard products, that the several valleys
Colorado Telephone company, was and stales of the WcHt will make ut
cussion of Street Improvehere yesterday from Sedlllos, twenty-fiv- e the International Exposition.
THE DIAMOND PALACE
LEADING JEWELER.
Nash
Mr.
city.
of
the
miles east
ment Situation,
it. It- The expectation Is that the several
Watch Inspector Santa
e. MbMssersiis.
entrsJ
IS
reports the line completed ns fur as delegates
will
these
receiving
letters
satisfacvery
Sedlllos and working
newspapers
Notice wus UStted yesterday after- torily. If no unforseen circumstances give them to their local
and so form an endarise to retnrd the work tho line will for publication,
noon
01 a meeting ul Itle ciii'.eus in
By this
be completed to Morlarty within two less chain of information.
tonight In the Public
Highlands
the
deby
the rural free
weeks and the people of the EaUUSCia means, aided
will
valley will he In direct telephonic com- livery, the story of Albuquerque's big library building at which there
will
Exposition,
weekly
Congress
of
the
and
metropolis
qsesUon
of
the
the
discussion
with
be further
munication
in the
be nail at every fireside
territory.
of street Improvement In that section
states.
United
probate court
city und of protection for the
A short session of th
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
Following Is this week's letter to of the which have suffered recently
was held in the court house yesterday
Streets
delegates:
afternoon by Probate Judge Jesus Ho- the Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 26, 1908. from the wash of llootlwuters. The
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled It onware; Iron Pipe, Pumps, mero. The petition of Carlota C de Dear
Highland Dcoule have taken hold of
Sir:
Miller to be appointed guardian Oil
the street situation with vigor und the
apyour
civet)
of
notice
re.
We
aphave
Valves, Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc,
rjeorga Miller, et al, minors, was
subject has been' the chief topic of
In the Sixbond of pointment to be
proved by the court und
discussion since the meeting on MonMACHINERY.
congress,
The teenth National Irrigation
WAGONS, IMPLEMENTS AND FARM
11,000 was tiled and approved.
yesterOctober thly night. The notice Issued as folpetition of Altagracla II. de unrcia i" Albuquerque, September 2
day for tonight's meeting is
M,
esus
N.
3.
for
great
a
satisfaction
it
of
is
the
Albuquerque,
administratrix
be appointed
Mail orders solicited.
lows:
tate of Doniinclnllo QArcIS, deceased, to know that your people take this
All taxpayers and residents of the
pebecongress,
The
iq
and
our
We
Interest
was approved without bond.
Highlands
are urged to attend a mass
be
to
lieve that the visit of yourself and
tition of F. llx Callndro praying
meeting to be held In Library hall ul
appointed guardian of Jesus Camachn colleagues In the Mountain West will 8
Thuiaduy evening, August
minor, was approved and a bond of be profitable to yourselves, hs well us 27, o'clock
to discuss matters regarding street
The court to the West.
one hundred dollars filed
During the week of the congress Improvements god the protection of
then adjourned until September 7th,
any
19118
and for a week ufterward, the Inter- the city against OoodWStef and
national Exposition will be in prog- other business of mutual interest.
In the congress, delegates and There will be something doing.
ress.
(Signed)
THE COMMITTEE.
will learn of Its object and purothers
FREE!
pose, and of the progress Irrigation Is
A Faithful Friend.
making In the West. In the exposition they will see actual results of ir"I have used Chamberlain's Colic
rigation, in the form of products of Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy since
With School Hooks ami School
II ARM 88
kiik i.:i
the soil grown In the desert by the It was first Introduced to the public
SADDLES
VkACONS
nourishing touch of water.
in 1872, and have never found one InOORNF.lt
For this, comparatively, Is a rain stance where a cure was not speedily
child this
Kvery school
less region. It is not a desert, in the effected by its use.
I have been a
year who buys School
sense of sundy wastes; but it is barren commercial
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troveler for
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without water, and the object of the years, and never start out on a trip
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It In not n gift from the public
Tuition is $46
attendance.
All tax payers and resident of the treasury that the West Is seeking, but half-da- y
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Highlands ore urged to attend the a reclamation of arid places of the per year. $11.25 per quarter of 9
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Has moved he. offices and will from now on see his friends and
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GEO. W. HJCKOX COMPANY
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Our
Ambition

F. H. STRONG

Funeral Director
and Embalmer
Lady Assistant

Skating Rink

f.

The State
National Bank
Albuquerque

F A L L
G
Our fall goods are rapidly coming in and being placed on sale.
Our new suits for fall made by

0
0
D

son-in-la-

COLOMBO

Theater

FRESH MEATS

semi-tropic-

1

10

CRYSTAL

al

-

An-sele- s,

pre-sen-

Hubbs Laundry Co.
Best"

"Our

.

E V E R I T T

S

e

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM
PHONE

1402

55

Albuquerque Carriage
Company
First and Tijeras

KNOX HATS
STETSON HATS
colors and shapes, both
soft. Prices $3.00,
and
stiff
$4.00 and $5.00
In all

HANAN SHOES
DOUGLAS SHOES
New toes are being added to
our regular stock and fully

guaranteed

FOR THE BOYS
We wish to announce the arrival of some Very Handsome
School Suits, Extra Pants as
well as shirts, shoes and wafists.
Call and See Us

SIMON STERN
Th

CENTRAL AVENUE OTXKTHIKR

Wholesalers of Everything

all-da-

!

Itt-u-

otr

,

PRUITS

SPECIALS
It will pay you to visit our

store this week to see
our stock of

Peaches
Plums
Pears

Guaranteed Fresh Ranch
.35
Eggs
15 lbs. Good Large

Apples

25

per
.02
Concord Grapes, per
60
Basket
Sweet Potatoes, 4 lbs.
.25
for
New Green Peas, 2 lbs.
.15
for
Nice

Dry Onions,

lb

Cucumbers for Pickles,
.40
per 100 Green Beans, nice and
15
tender, 2 lbs
8 Bars White Star
.25
Soap

PRICES ARE NOW AT
THEIR LOWEST

lllllilililii
ALBUQUERQUE CASH

GROCERY CO.
HOMER

H. WARD, Mgr.

SIS Marble Ave.

W0LKING & SON
VERMOTOR

V

I.N DM

ILLS,

TANKS

WELL

AND

DRILLING.

Fruit For

We have purchased the en
tire output of a large orchard,
and are In position lo sell you
A pities,
Pears, Peaches, etc., at
wholesale rates. Nice Peaches
now, Sickle and Hart let t Pears
(let your orIn a few days,
ders In early.

DRIVING!

ANB

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
TEL.

Canning

l

is:.

707 N. EIGHTH

M Mil L M. FRANK
Diseases or llic hair nod Scalp,
Scalp Massage.
Shampooing,
l adies ami Gentlemen
7
Harnett Hide I'lione 570.

40-4-

EVERY ONE IR TAXKING ABOUT
OUR FLAT WORK. IF YOU HAVE
IK) SO
D8 YOURS,
NOT GIVEN
NOW. IMPERIAL riAUNlRY. BACK

OF POSTOFFHJK.

1)1 II
WORK OF uAUNDICKINv
SHIRT
COLIiARS,
ON LADIES'
DUO.
AND
SKIRTS
WAISTS.
IS
UNSURPASSED. IMPtfr
SLITS
RIAL LAUNDRY. BACK OF POM

OFFICE,

The MONARCH

GROCERY CO.

Sup-"pll-

CHARLES ILFELD CO.

t

are marvels of style and workmanship and our prces moderate

THURSDAY

WHITNEY COMPANY

deli-gat-

Hart Schaffner
& Marx

307 W. Central Phone 80

OUR POLICY IS QUICK BAIJCS
LET US
AND SHALL PROFITS.
SHOW YOU THAT WE CAN SAVIi'
VOL MONEY ON YOUR GROCER
li s. F. G. PRATT a CO., 114 C
SECOND.
OUR ASSORTMENT OF CAÍÍNKD
PRUITS AND VEGJETABIJCS ARK A
SELECTED STOCK. COME IN AND
EXAMINE THEM. V. G. PRATT A
CO.
214 SOUTH SECOND.

FEE'S GOOD ICE CREAM, AND
W A ITON'S
ICE CREAM SODA.
OHUG STORK.
On Monday morning, August 31,
examination for entrance will he hold
In the First, Second, Third and Fourth
ward school buildings for nil pupils
below the eighth grade. Eighth gratle
will
and High school examinations
take place at the Central school on
the same date. All examinations will
begin at 9 o'clock.
It Is desirable
that all pupils who nre uncertain
about their classification be present at
this time. On Tuesday morning following school opens.

A7TEO FUEL CO.. MTTiL, FACWOOD
AND
TORY
MOUNTAIN
I1NION FENCE IMISTS; GALLUP
LUMP COAL, $0.80 PER TON. BUY
ANY OLD TIME. PHONE 2SI.
OUR DOMESTIC FINISH IS JVtft
THE TIILVG AND SATISFIES tOUH
PATRONS.
IF YOU WANT TO Bll
UP to DATE HAVE YOUR I.AUN-DRDONE RV THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY. HACK OF POSTO FFICE- -

WINDOW STiADES
stock and made to order, lowest
prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. FuIF YOU ARE IN JVFFTD OF ANY tridle Furniture Co.
THING DAINTY IN THE GROCERY
FEE'S HOOT BfCKR. THBr BEER
LINE YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND IT
WALTON S DRUG
AT I G. PRATT
CO., 214 SOUTH OP DUALITY.
SECOND.
STORE.
In

.

